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College of Agriculture and
Biological Sciences Grad Program

Dr. Burton L.. Brage, associate dear.i, answers questions that reveal benefits
for both students and South Dakota.

WINOKA: A New, High-Quality
Hard Red Winter Wheat

Another ingredient added by research in effort to expand state's winter
wheat belt northward.

Establishing Pasture
and Forage Crops

No more risk involved than with planting other crops if basic, good forming practices are followed .

Inter-Grade Price Differentials
· of Beef and Consumer Preference

Economists point out that to ~ome extent grade-price differentials are in~
fluenced by consumer preferences.

Pasture ImprovementA Rancher Survey

How ranchers take to new ideas may furnish guidelines to help in farm
operations, research and education.

The South Dakota Pasture

lnterseeder (for legume seed)

Do-it-yourself interseeder builders will find some of the basics for design
and construction.

Cool Calves on Candid Camera
May Provide Research Data

Time-lapse photography used in dairy calf housing study saves time, costs,
and may have other applications.

Something New: Plant Analysis
as Nutrient Need Indicator

Method common for corn, alfalf~, soybeans is new for estimating availability of nutrients in small grains.
·

Repaying a Debt to
Turkey-with Interest

SDSU professor tells of his work in Middle East where cereal crops grown
in South Dakota originated.

Research Aim: South Dakota
Barley with High Lysine

Variety that Swedish scientists say contains more protein is being used in
SDSU plant breeding research.

Don't Start from Scratch:
Prepare for Mosquito Battle

Man CAN fight expected heavy onslaught of pests that pose potential health
hazards, financial losses, annoyance.

Ag. Chemicals Are Dangerousin Town or Country

Wet conditions emphasize, not change, precautionary rules fqr use of these
potential killers.

From Southeast Farm Research:
Crop Management Decisions

Agronomists give answers to frequently-asked questions involving management in southeastern South Dakota.

What's New in Aerial Spraying
For Horn, Face Fly Control

Different chemicals and equipment, plus role of insect enemies of flies,
investigated in continuing research.
,,

Winter and Spring of 1968-69
Set Many New Records

Snow, moisture, less sunshine; and a sub-zero stretch into spring shatter
·old marks.

•

•

COVER PHOTO-James L. Reeves (left), graduate student, and Harvey G.
Young, assistant professor in SDSU's Agricultural Engineering Department,
check over time-lapse film taken during dairy calf housing study.
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A Two-wav Street . . .

SDSU College of Agriculture and
Biological· Sciences Grad Program

Burton L. Brage
(Burton L. Brage, associate dean of the SDSU College
and Biological Sciences. furni shed m aterial fo r "From
Director" section of this issue of South D akota Farm
search. Dr. Brage, in answ ering questions, p resents a few
and actions behind the g raduate program at SDSU.)

What does the SDSU College of
Agriculture and Biological Sciences
do for the graduate student?
And what does the graduate student do for South Dakota?
Benefits go to qoth. Although
South Dakota State University since
its founding in 1881 has been known
primarily as a baccalaureate degreegrant!ng institution, the graduate
program has been steadily strengthened. The first Master of Science degree was granted in 1891, the first
Ph.D. (agronomy) in 1958. Currently 150 resident students are enrolled in agriculture and biological
sciences with 50 others in various
stages of preparation for advanced
degrees but presently off campus.
During the 1968-69 school year, 30
students were proceeding toward
Ph.D. degrees in agronomy, animal
science, economics, entomology,
plant pathology and rural sociology.
Why the stress on graduate programs, isn't the undergraduate program enough?
In many cases a baccalaureate
( B.S.) degree is enough and ·that is
the reason we maintain high standards so our 4-year students are thoroughly prepared. But more and

more, 4 years of formal studies are
insufficient for certain occupations
or professions. In fact, too often
even a lifetime is not enough and
means that to be successful a person must be studying and learning
all the time.
What does a graduate program
mean to a university?
For an institution to be truly a
university, it must include the more
expensive graduate program with
its undergraduate program. The
graduate program helps attract and
maintain a qualified staff, it usually
includes research, it complements
and supplements the teaching program. In many cases facilities available for undergraduates are such
that with modest adjustments they
may be more fully and economically
used also for graduate work-and,
of cqurse, this can be turned around
the other way in some instances.
Facilities of other organizations are
sometimes available to augment
graduate work. The Northern Grain
Insect Laboratory ( a federal laboratory) situated just off the SDSU
campus is an example of availability
of additional staff and facilities.
Considering burgeoning costs of
3
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education, where do graduate students obtain the funds for additional schooling?
In most cases money has a lot to
do with "motivation"-money in the
sense that students expect their additional educational efforts to pay
off in increasing lifetime earnings.
Look at differenc~s among salaries,
grading upward, for B.S., M.S., and
Ph.D. degrees. Some estimates place
"value" of a B.S. degree as much as
$200,000 more in lifetime earnings
over earnings by a person with only
a high school diploma. In some
cases parents are in a position to
help. Many students earn school
funds with outside jobs - during
regular sessions or in the summer.
And, of course, there is the Mrs.
program where a working w ife
helps with a "Ph.T." (putting hubby
through) degree.
Doesn't this impose many difficulties-how about other sources?
It's not easy many times, for sure.
But despite difficulties it is being
done by thousands of students nationwide. We try to do everything
we can at SDSU to help.
Most graduate students in the
(concluded, next page)

GRADUATE .PROGRAM
(from page

3)

College of .Agriculture and Biological Sciences are supported in part
by assistantships or fellowships,
involving teaching and/or research.
This is a great help to students willing to both work and learn.
Where do teaching assistants get
help?
Teaching assistant support is :financed almost entirely from state _
appropriations.
What are possibilities for research
assistants?
Research assistants are supported
in many ways. Some receive support
from state appropriations. Others
get help from the National Defense
Education Act. Another group is
supported from other federal sources such as National Institute of
Health, National Science Foundation, Cooperative State Research
Service, Wildlife Research Unit,
and others. Private organizations,
such as ag chemical manufacturing
firms or machinery manufacturers,
aid a fourth group.
How much time must a graduate
student spend "studying?"
Earning an advanced degree is
primarily a learning experience
through the course route. This takes
about - one-half to two-thirds of a
student's time.
Then the other third or half of
the time is in teaching or research?
Yes, basically. A student can conduct individual research which usually is the basis for his ( or her! ) thesis. Or the student can work with
other research as directed by the
adviser and possibly other staff
members in the department. A third
route is to assist in the teaching program and this varies from grading
papers to formally handling an entire section of a particular course.
Are these teaching.-research and
"study" ratios the same for all departments? ·
No, there 'is some variation. For
example, graduate student support
in the Wildlife Management De-

partment is mostly from other than
state sources: the Wildlife Research
Unit and the Fisheries Unit. Students in this department are involved more in research than in teaching aJthough other aspects are included to balance lack of actual
.teaching experience.
Most graduate assistants in t~e
Botany-Biology Department are involved in some way with teaching.
They handle small group discussion sections and help man the Individualized Instruction Center ( an
innovation at SDSU).
In the Rural Sociology Department each graduate student on assistantship receives half his salary
from research funds, half from
teaching funds.
Depending upon the department,
other graduate programs fall into
one of these three examples.

degrees from SDSU have been looked upon with favor by industry and
larger institutions.
Unlike· some larger "prestige" •
schools, at SDSU a Master's program is not just a stepping stone
toward a Ph.D. It is a program in
itself. Sure, it can be used by those
who go on toward a Ph.D. But we're
not so large that we do not recognize the importance of the Master's
candidate. Furthermore, we don't
lose sight of the properly trained
-undergraduate student who; -after
all, includes many who cannot or
don't w·ant to go into graduate studies. For the graduate student at
SDSU mo~t of the applied research
will show up in the Master's program and basic or fundamental research that involves more time,
thought and direction shows up in
the Ph.D. program.

What's the difference-which offers more to the graduate student,
teaching or research?
Some faculty members feel that
a teaching assistant gets more practice in thinking on his feet, thus
gaining more poise as well as getting
more general background about his
major because of preparations for
his class presentations. He may have
an advantage in the final oral examination for his degree. On the other
hand, the student spending most of
his time in research does have an
advantage or head start if his major
work is in research areas. He probably would come up with a more
thorough and stronger thesis pro-· ,
duction.
A combination of teaching and re:
search at SDSU has far-reaching
consequences. The teacher needs results of his research to present to
his students and the researcher
needs the teacher and the Extension
person ( also a teacher in his own
right ) to bring results of his trade
to the student and to the public.

It's been mentioned that graduate students besides getting their
education also contribute something to the state-how do they do
this?
There are many ex~mples. Money
spent in state appropriations for
g_raduate . teacfhing or resedarch ass1stance 1s o ten returne manyfold. Federal agencies and private
organizations wouldn't continue to
provide special research grants if
there wasn't a "pay-off" for them.
By coiI)cidence, in this issue of
South Dakota Farm & Home Research there are three articles which
cite examples of how SDSU students, in pursuing their education,
also made a contribution to South
Dakota. One article mentions how
a student of 50 years ago made a
wheat cross which has greatly affected certain disease-resistant varieties since. Another article tells how
undergraduates· were instrumental
in coming up with the basic design
of a pasture interseeding implement. A third article tells how a
graduate student is using timelapse photography as a possible research tool which might lead to important new information in experiments concerned with animal behavior.
It's a two-way street - one side
leading to gains by the student, thtother side providing gains for South
Dakota. 0

What does South Dakota State
University emphasize most-undergraduate or :t,.!'aduate studies?
It isn't a question of "emphasize
most"-it's more a question of concise application of facilities to needs
and desires of students. The Master's degree program has historically ·
been strong and students with M.S.
4
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WINOKA
A N-ew
Hi-gh Quality
Hard Red
Winter Wheat

•

•

NEW WHEAT variety developed
at South Dakota State University provides another ingredient in
the effort to expand the state's winter wheat b.elt northward.
It is Winoka, a variety distinguished by its winterhardiness and
excellence of quality to the miller
and baker. Yield is comparable to
other recommended and hardiest
varieties.
Survival of Winoka can be improved where winter wheat · has
been marginal by seeding it in small
grain stubble. This area includes
mu~h of the region in .northeastern
South Dakota where wheat is traditionally planted in the spring rather
than in the fall in order to escape
damage during severe winter cold.
Recent Agricultural Experiment
Station research near Watertown
and Garden City has shown that
fall-planted winter wheat has a 45%
to 90% survival rate when seeded
into small grain stubble. Fall-planted winter wheat has the advantages
of convenience in seeding, earlier
maturity and higher average yields
over spring-planted varieties.

A

Originated from Winalta
Winoka originated from Winalta;
a 1962 release from Canada. It was
among the hardiest varieties and
had excellent milling and baking
qualities. However, in South Dakota only half of the Winalta plants
were resistant to stem rust.
Selection, one of the techniques
used by plant breeders, helped
sort out the plants of Winalta which
were resistant to stem rust. Out of
100 Winalta pure lines thus selected
and tested, only seven appeared to
have the desired hardiness, quality,
and resistance to stem rust. In subsequent tests one of these was also
discarded because of lodging. This
left six pure lines which were combined to make a new variety named
"Winoka" at the suggestion of a
Hyde County wheat producer.
Here are the facts about Winoka:

(With Darrell G. Wells, professor of agronom y,
Agricultu ra l Experim ent Station . Oth e r Station
staff members associa ted with Dr. W el ls in
developm ent of th is n ew va riety a re: Charles
L. Lay, assistant in agrono m y; Joseph J. Bonnemann, assistan t agronomist; and George W.
Buchenau, associa te p rofessor of p lant
patho logy ).

• It is as winter hardy as Hume,
Minter · and Winalta and hardier
than other recommended varieties.
• It is a slightly better yielder
and has higher test weight than
Hume and Minter but yields less
than such earlier, less hardy and
5

lower quality · varieties as Scout,
Lancer and Gage. It is not likely to
be popular where less hardy varieties are adapted.
• It resists false black chaff and
prevalent races of stem rust.
• It is susceptible to leaf rust and
streak mosaic; strikingly susceptible
to · necrosis, a disease derived from
emmer and which normally accompanies the emmer resistance to stem
rust.
• It is bearded, white-chaffed, resistant to lodging and shattering.
• It is the same height as Trader
and Trapper, 1-2 inches taller than
Lancer, heads out a day later than
Trader and Trapper and 2-3 days
later than Lancer.
• I ts excellence of quality to the
miller and baker should upgrade
South Dakota winter wheat. Winoka has better quality than the other
hardiest winter wheats, Hume and .
Minter. ·
Aim for Better Wheats

Winoka is part of a combination
of approaches toward research goals
to help South Dakota wheat growers. New winter wheats are needed
with shorter straw and higher yield
potential under good growth conditions. Such shorter-strawed wheats
should be of excellent quality,
which currently is often one of the
missing factors. Winoka is a step in
the right direction as far as high
quality and hardiness are concerned
but it does not have the improved
yield potential that plant breeders
believe can also be achieved.
The improvement of wheat varieties by plant breeders is one phase
of research. Another phase is improved cultural methods, such as
planting in stubble to take full advantage of winterhardiness characteristics in areas where winter
wheat has been marginal. This year,
additionally, new studies will be
made to check if differe nt kinds of
stubble prepared in different ways
affect survival of winter wheat. Also, different kinds of seeders will be
used.
Seed of Winoka was released by
the Foundation Seed Stock Division
at SDSU to the County Crop Improvement Associations for seeding
in the fall of 1968. D

estal,lishirig
pasture and
forage
crops
By
Raymond A. Moore, professor of agronom y,
an<l Gary B. Haiwick, superintend ent, Pasture
Research Center at Norbeck , Ag ricultural
Experiment Station.

oon

of grasses and lecan be obtained regu-

STANDS

G gumes

larly.
The chances are excellent for successful establishment with no more
risk than with ·planting other crops.
. Involved, mainly, are basic, good
farming practices:
• A firm seedbed and proper
seeding equipment are essential.
• Quality seed of adapted varieties and species is important.
• The amount of seed planted
and the time it is planted are also
important factors.
A desirable seedbed may be prepared in many ways, but it must always be firm. Clean stubble is often
satisfactory and has the added benefit of not involving any expense for
preparation. Planning before planting is a good rule to follow in that
weed control can be an important
part of the farm operation prior to
planting the grass or grass-legume
mixture.
Stubble should be as weed-free
as possible. Straw should have been
either scattered by a good straw
spreader or be removed from the
DRILLS AVAILABLE FOR USE--N umerous grass drills ideal to
use for the conditions described in
this article are available in South
Dakota.
Some farmers obtain them
through lease or by other arrangement. Sources include: Soil Conservation Service districts, Crop
Improvement Associations, private
individuals, or implement dealers.
Your nearby county Extension
agent or SCS personnel may be
able to assist you in locating the
type of drill you need.

field. In addition to b~ing firm,
stubble is also a good nurse or companion crop because it reduces the
velocity of wind moving across the
soil surface. This protects · the
emerging seedlings from being cut
off by wind-borne soil particles.
·Care in Tilling Stubble

Sometime~ stubble must be tilled
to kill early weed growth. Disking
may be satisfactory, but straw turned over must be well covered by soil
to eliminate air spaces where seed is
planted. Use care when packing a
plowed field for seeding. Ma~y implements leave the soil smooth and
subject to erosion. Some . implements, such as a rotary hoe pulled
backwards, pack with only a minimum of pulverizing so erosion is not
as great.
The common grain drill, used to
plant grasses and legumes, is a ma- .
jor cause of stand failures. This type
of drill was designed to plant the
comparatively large seeds of small
grains. Seldom can adjustments be
made to plant the desired seeding
rate of pasture crops.
A drill properly designed to plant
small seeded grasses and legumes
has depth bands on the disk furrow
openers to help control depth . of
planting. The amount of food "stored" in a grass or legume seed is not
enough to allow seedlings to emerge
from depths where small grains are
planted. A half to three-quarters of
an inch is a good depth for planting
grasses or legumes. In light soils, a
depth of an inch may. be desirable.,
Some of the modern grain drills are
equipped to sow shallow enough if
the seedbed is firm.
Separate Boxes on Drill

The ideal grass drill should have
separate boxes-one set for the freeflowing seeds such as legumes and
switchgrass, and another set for the
non-free-flowing chaffy grass seeds.
When these kinds of seeds are mixed, the heavier seeds settle to the
bottom of the box and are planted
first. The light, Huffy seeds should
be planted from a box equipped
with an agitator. The constant turning of the agitator prevents the
seeds from "bridging-up." This aids
in uniform distribution of seed. Various types of packer wheels and cov- ·
ering devices are also available and
6

aid in planting. However, chances
for success are excellent if the seed
is properly metered out and planted
to the right depth.
Success also depends on using the
proper species and varieties of
grasses and legumes. This phase of
pasture establishment is discussed
in three publications of the Agricultural E~periment Station and Extension Service at South Dakota State
University. They are: Bulletin 536,
Grass Performance in South Dakota; Fact Sheet 299, Tame Grasses
for Hay or Pasture, and Fact Sheet
298, Native Grasses for Hay ansl
Pasture.
·
The amount of seed that should
be planted per acre varies with kind
of drill used; preparation of seedbed and quality of seed. Helpful information on rates and dates of
seeding are being obtained from
experiments at the SDSU Pasture

•

Table I. Seeding Rates.
Pounds of pure li ve seed per acre ..
Species
A
B
C

Lincoln smooth
bromegrass ____________ :3.0
Oahe intermediate
wheatgrass ------.-------- 4.0
Teton alfalfa ______________ 2.3

1.9

D

2.5

5

3.0 3.5
.66 1.5

6
3

Table 2. Precipitation at the Pasture
Research Center 1965-66-67
1965

1966

.06
January ------ - --------.32
.51
February -------------.20
.52
March -------· ------· ---April ____________________ __ 1.42
1.58
1.00
Mav -- ---- --- ------------- 6.25
3.26
Jun~ ---------------------- 3.80
July ------ ---------- ---- ---- 2.49 · 2.55
August ---- -- ------------ 1.30
4.03
1.20
September ------ ---- 1.34
2.08
.04
October ---------------.62
November
.21
.21
December ------ -----.33
Total -------------------- 17.89 17.43
Growing Season
( April-September
exclusive) ---------- 16.09 13.62

1967

.35
.31

T
3.53
1.35
7.15
.85
1.08
.32
.82
.11
.54
16.41

14.28

Table 3. Yield* ·in pounds per acre of a
grass-legume mixture planted in the
spring and fall in 1965 at four rates of
seeding (June 1966 harvest).
A

Spring ____________2,062
Fall ________ _____ 1,172

•

B

C

D

856
876

1,130
824

1,996
834

*Each figure is a n ave rage of 2 0 sam pl es.

•

•

•

This is a firm seedbed. An old rule,
that still applies, is that a seedbed is
firm when you can walk over it and not
sink in any· deeper than the soles of
your shoes.

Research Center in Faulk County. The cool season grass-legume
mixture in this exp erim ent is
widely used throughout South Dakota. It is composed of Lincoln
smooth bromegrass , Oahe interri1ediate wheatgrass, and T eton, a
pasture-type alfalfa. Seeding rates
are given in table l.
Pasture Research at Norbeck

Each plot is 3.6 acres in size, and
each treatment is replicated tw"ice.
The study is on a medium textured
soil of th e Glenham-Hoven series .
Three dates selected for seeding
( with a Nisbet g·r ass drill ) were
early April , mid-August and earl y
November. The April seeding was
in stubble and the one for August
was on land plowed in th e spring
,md fallowed during th e summer.
The November seeding was not
macle b ecause in that year ( 1965 )
th e soil was wet and a freezing rain
formed a sheet of ice on the soil into
mid-winter. An early snow in 1966
made fall seeding impossible that
year
It is b elieved that a late fall or
early winter planting is of value
wh en th e soil is drv and conditions
unfavorable for germination. By
planting just prior to freeze-up , th e
seed will l)ot germinate, but will be
in th e soil for early spring emergence. Previous studies have shown
little difference b etween late planting ( dormant seedin g ) in dry soil
ancl early spring planting.
A nurs e crop was not us ed in this
study. Such crops are planted either
before the grass-legume mixture, or,
more commonly, at the same time.
Nurse crops are used for various
reasons. P erhaps the main reason is
to get some return from the land
during the seedling yea1·. Frequently
a portion of the "stand" is lost to
highly competitive small grains during the weeks just prior to harvest.
The main benefit from the companion crop is when it provides some
shade to the seedlings and protects
them from wind. Nurse crops are
not needed with a stubble seeding.
( continued page 8)
·
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Table 4. Yields of various components of a grass-legume mixture planted in spring
and fall of 1965 at four rates of seeding and harvested in 1966. Each weight is an
average of 25 plots 1 sq. ft. in size.
--

A

Components
of mixture

Alfalfa

D

C

B

gms '
sq. ft.

% of total

21.3
l.3

76.8
3.7

.8
.2

5.0
0.8

6.2

F

.9

39.9
2.7

29.4
.6

72.8
:Z .l

s

gms/
sq. ft.

% of total

gms
gms/
sq. ft. % of total sq. ft. % of total

Smooth
bromegrass

s

3.7

F

5.8

13.4
16.4

7.9
5.7

49.4
18.4

5.5
6.4

35.4
18.7

8.0
8.5

19.8
27.5

Interme<liate
wheatgrass

s

2.4
15.9

8.7
44.9

4J
19.5

26.9
63.0

3.0
20 .:Z

19.3
59 .2

3.0

F

17.6

7.4
56.9

0.3
l:Z .4
27.7
35.4

l.U
35.0

3.0
5.5
16.0
30.9

18.8
17.8

U.8
6.6
15.6
34.1

5.4
19 .3

Wee<ls

s
F

Spring total
Fall total

0.0
13 .6

0.0
4.2
40.4
30.9

Table 5. Number of plants of each component of a grass-legume mixture planted in
spring and fall of 1965 at four rates of seeding. Plant counts were made in 1966.
Each count is an average of 25 plots 1 sq. ft. in size.
A
Components
of mixtures

Alfalfa

s
F

s

Smooth
Brome grass

F

Intermediate
wheatgrass

F

Weeds

s
s
F

Spring Total
Fall Total

7

C

B

Number

% of
Total

Number

17.4
3.6

49.7
8.1

1.4
0.7

9.6
10.4

27.4
23:4

7.2
20.4
0.8
10.1
35.0
44.5

% of
Total

D

% of
Number

Total

Number

%of
Total

4.7
1.6

5.6
2.4

17.1
4.9

20 .9
2.5

45.2
5.3

10.3
10.9

34.7
25.0

12.0
12.2

36.7
25.2

15.8
14.2

34.2
30.3

20.6
45.8

10.0
24.6

33.7
56.4

11.8
24.7

36.1
50.9

8.9
24.6

19.3
52.4

2.3
22.7

8.0
7.4
29.7
43.6

26.9
17.0

3.3
9.2
32.7
48.5

10.1
19.0

0.6
5.6
46.2
46.9

1.3
11.9

Use of Nurse Crops

Experiments have been conch.1eted at the Pasture Research Center
with wheat as a ntu-se crop on prep ared seedbeds . Portions of the
fi elds were clipped eady-when the ·
cut wheat was not heavy enough tqsmother the new seedlings. Two
ai1cl three clippings were made over
the same area during the . season without raking. Other areas
were harvested at the hay or
haylage stage and still others were
left and harvested as grain. There
were no apparent differences in
stands res ulting from the different
ways the nurse crop was handled.
( ~foisture was adequate during the
season).
The nurse crop should b e left for
grain on ly if th e stand is light so
that shading will not be too severe
lmd if soil moisture is adequate. It
is expected that the b est stands of
pasture crops would be obtained if
the nurse crop is removed at the hay
stage. However, this is a d ecision
that can best be made by th e operatoi· as he observes field conditions
An example of depth bands on a
double disk furrow opener.

Table 6. Yields of various components of a grass-legume mixture planted in the ·
spring and fall of 1965 at four rates each (1967 harvest).
B

· A
Components
of mixture

# IA

s

Alfalfa

F

s

Smooth
B~omegrass

F

Intermediate.
wheatgrass ·

F

s

Spring total
Fall total

Total

#/A

D

C

%of

% of

Total

#/A

%of
Total

# IA

% of
Ave.

Total

2,050 51.1
255 6.4

2,730 62.0
315 8.0

3,425 55.8
980 20.0

3,020
640

54.6 55.9
13.8 12.0

1,580 39.4
2,665 66.7

1,460 33.1
2,545 64.3

2,440 39.7
2,875 57.4

1,975
2,575

35.7 37.0
55.6 61.0

275 4.5
535
1,150 23 .0 1,4 15

9.7 7.2
30.6 27.0

380 9.5 · 215 4.9
1,075 26.9 1,095 27.7
4,010
3,995

4,405
3,955

during the year of establish~nent.
On experimental fields where a
nurse crop was not used, new seedlings had even more competitionbut it came from weeds .
Unless the field is nearly weedfree, a nurse crop of a half seeding
of wheat or oats uses no more mois- .
ture or plant food than weeds. Th&
important thing is to remove the
nurse crop early, preferably as hay,
haylage or silage.
W eed control was accomplished
by clipping twice during the year of

6,140
5,005

5,530
4,650

Table 7. Protein values of 1967 harvest
A

Spring ______ 16.0
Fall ____ .. __ 11.3

B

C

D

12.G 16.9 15.2
10 .4 11.7 10.0

establishment. The cutter bar .was
raised so that it always cut above
the new seedlings. The cut material
was light enough so that it did not
·'smother" the young grass and legume stands.

Results of Experimen'ts

The average annual precipitation
in Faulk County is 17 inches ( table
2 ). All of the rates were sampled
for yield in 1966 and the results appe'.lr in table 3. Th e stands and production of A and D planted in the
spring were excellent , a lesser stand
of C and poor stand of B resulted.
All plants were vigorous and yields
were related to th e number of
plants. Th e yields from B and from
all of th e fall seeded rates did not
warrant a hay harvest in 1966.
However, they were clipped to control weeds. The fall seeded stands
were good but yields were low because of less vigorous and less <leveled plants. Many were still in the
s edJing stage.
Components of the mixture were
evalua ted by using 25 subplots each
a square foot in size. Each species
was counted in the smaller sample.
Then the plots were harvested and
each species removed b y hand separation and individually weighed.
This was done in 1966 ( tables 4
and 5) and in 1967 ( table 6 ) . It is
apparen t that the b etter stands of
alfalfa ,, ere obtained in th e sprin g

a

8
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•

but the best stands of intermediate
wheatgrass are found in the fall
seedings. The weed problem was
also much greater in 1966 in stands
established the previous fall.
Note in table 4 that when alfalfa
was seeded at 2.3 pounds ' ;nd 3
pounds per acre ( A and D), approximately 75%of the harvest crop was
alfalfa compared with 3%for the fall
seeding. The light rate of seeding ( B ) had very little alfalfa and
slightly more intermediate wheatgrass than smooth bromegrass.
The relationship between plant
counts and yield of dry matter is not
good. A single stem was counted as
one plant, and although most plants
had only one stem, there were some
that were more completely developed. Also, seedlings were counted as
a plant even if they were small in
size.
Contribution of Species

•

•

The 1967 harvest offers evidence
that the inadequate stands of 1966
were improving ( table 6). Both species of grass are sod formers and
eventually a full stand is achieved.
The alfalfa stands are also better,
especially in the fall seeding, indicating that many of the alfalfa seeds
were late in germinating. Although
differences in stands continued in
1967, they were less and all plots
were good enough for harvest. It is
interesting to note the average contribution of each species. Smooth
bromegrass made up ~mly 37%of the
harvest from the spring seeding but
61%from the fall seeding. Intermediate wheatgrass contributed only
7.2% in the spring, but 27% in the
fall. Alfalfa made up 55.9% of the
harvest from the spring planting,
but only 12% on the average from
the fall seeding. Alfalfa influences
nitrogen, and nitrogen influences
protein. Protein values of the 1967
harvest are in table 7.
The grass-legume mixture used in
this study is planned for grazing. A
legume is important iri order to maximize production. It is believed that
when alfalfa is used as the legume,
it should make up at least 35% of
the stand in order to furnish nitrogen for the grass. It is also desirable
to keep the percentage below 50%
for grazing because of bloat hazard.

Good stands were eventually obtained from all rates of seeding. It
did require one additional year of
establishment for the light rate ( B)
and since all costs were the same,
except for seed, the slight difference
does not warrant planting at the reduced rate. Enough seed must be
planted to get a stand that will return maximum yields. The B rate
did not contain enough seed of any
species. The A rate appears to need
more wheatgrass. The Crate would
apparently benefit from more of
both species of grass and the D rate
had more grass than needed.
Conditions During Study

It should be emphasized that the
conditions of this study are important when analyzing the results.
Good quality seed was planted with
an ideal type drill in a firm seedbed.
Moisture was normal. All stands
might have been better if band fertilization had been used. The soil
tested low in both nitrogen and
phosphorus. A blanket application
of fertilizer usually stimulates weeds
more than the grass-legume seedling. However, if the fertilizer could
be applied in a band either just beg

Grass seed box (top) containing an
agitator to move chaffy, lightweight
seed out of box into seeder spouts. The
legume seed box (lower, one unit open
and one covered) may be calibrated
separately for desired rate of seeding the
legume.

low or to one side of the seed, it
would benefit those plants.
Under the conditions of this experiment, it seems that a desirable
per acre rate for the species in this
mixture would be smooth bromegrass at 3 pounds of pure live seed,
Oahe intermediate wheatgrass at
4.5 pounds and the pasture type alfalfa at 1.5 pounds. Both spring and
fall are appropriate planting seasons. The rate of grass should be increased when planted in the spring,
the rate of alfalfa should be increased for fall plantings.
When all conditions are ideal a
very small amount of seed will produce good stands. Proof of this are
results of the B rate on summer fallow where moisture was not limiting. Conditions frequently are not
ideal. It is important that the operator take advantage of those conditions over which he does have control. 0

By Leland G. Bierman, gra<lu ate assistant, an<l ·
Robert L Beck, associate professor,
D epartment of Eco n omics

Inter-Grade
Price ·Differentials
of Beef

no longer ·desires the highly finished
type of beef which is characteristic
of Prime grade. This shift in consumer preferences is reflected in the
relative price which the consumer
is willing to pay for Prime and
Choice beef.

and
Consumer Preference
beef producer must someE time make
the decision as to the
VERY

gn,de of beef to produce. He shou]d
not on]y know the costs involved in
producing different grades, but
must also take into account the
price differentials among grades. To
some extent, these grade-price differentials are influenced by consumer, preferences for the various
grades.
The first nationwide federal grading system for beef was set up in
1926 with a two-fold purpose. First
the grading system should indicate
to the producer the type of product most preferred by consumers
and reward the producer of that
type. Second, the grading system
should afford protection to the consumer who often lacks skill in determining value.
During this period of more than
four decades in which federa]
grades have been used, how effective have they been in achieving
these objectives? Any evaluation
requires the assumptions that: ( 1)
the pricing system effectively communicates consumer preferences
back to the producer and ( 2 ) that
the consumer does prefer one grade
over another, is able to distinguish
among grades, and acts accordingly.
Hard to Pinpoint Grades

A number of recent studies indicate that consumers have some difficulty in distinguishing between
adjacent grades ( i.e., between
Prime and Choice, Choice and
Good, etc. ) . on the basis of eating
qualities . E ven in comparing non-

adjacent grades, some inconsistency in choosing remains although
consumers seem to prefer the upp er grade. If, .as indicated, the consumer has difficulty in distinguishing among grades , how does this affect grade price differentials over
time? An anaylsis of the inter-grade
price differentials ( i.e. , difference 'in
the price between adjacent grades )
for beef at both the producer and
wholesale levels is the objective of
this study.
The approach used was to compute: ( 1) inter-grade price differentials for slaughter steers for the
Chicago market over the period , of
1946-65, ( 2 ) corresponding wholesale inter-grade price differentials
for 600-700 pound carcasses of the
same grades, and ( 3) an inter-grade
quantity ratio 1 . Data for the adjacent grades of Prime and Choice,
Choice and Good, and Good and
Standard were analyzea.
Recent Changes

Dming the period 1946-65, some
rather significant changes in intergrade price differences occ.urred. 2
Figure 1 shows a trend toward a reduced differential between Prime
and Choice. Likewise, the trend for
the Prime-Choice quantity ratio. in
figure 2 is also downward. What accounts for these downward trends?
Why has the quantity of Prime b eef
consumed relative to the quantity
of Choice b eef decreased and how
has this affected relative price? One
explanation lies in the changing
consumer tastes . a nd preferences.
Today's diet-conscious consumer
10

Similarly, price differentials between Choice and Good beef have
decreased. This is shown in figure
3. While the inter-grade price differentials have become less, the
Choice-Good quantity ratio ( figure
4) has not followed the same pattern. The quantity of Choice, relative to the quantity of Good grade
beef, declined only slightly from
1950 to 1962 and then rose rather
sharply following that period. This
occurred although the price differential between the two grades declined steadily. A possible explanation is that the change in price
differentials between these two
grades was most likely caused by
changes on the supply side.
Good-Standard Grades Differ

•

t

An analysis of the price differentials between Good and Standard
grades showed a somewhat different
relationship from that observed for
Prime-Choice and Choice-Good.
Price diff~rentials between Good
and Standard grades decreased up
to 1959 after which there has been
a steady increase at both the farm
and wholesale levels ( see figure 5.)
Comparing figure 5 with figure 6,
it becomes evident that as the GoodStandard quantity ratio increased,
(concluded, left page 12)
1

Th e te rm " inter-gra<l e qu a ntity ratio" refe rs
to a ra tio of a nnu al ·q uantity of the g rade so ld
such as : Qu a ntit y Prim e, Qu a ntity Choice
Qu a ntity Choice
Q u a nti ty Good
Alth o ug h th ese ra tios we re co m p uted using
quan tities so ld a t th e produce r level it is a~sum ed th a t th ese ratios a re e qu a l to sim il ar ratios at th e retail level.

~T wo definitio na l- cha nges in th e g rading sy~tem occ urred d uring thi s pe ri od. In 1950, the
Prim e a n<l C h o ice g rad es w e re co m bined a nd
designate<l as P rime, re nam ing the Good grade
as Choice. I n 1956, the Commercial grade wa~
divided into two grades (S ta n <larJ a nd Comme rcia l) strictly on the basis of ma tu rit y of the
animal. N o a ttempt was made to accoun t for
th ese ch an ges in the analysis.

'
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the differentials between Standard
and Good decre.ased. Similarily
wheri the differential between Good
and Standard began to rise, the
Good-Standard · quantity ratio decreased. This inverse· relationship ·
between the price differential and
the intergrade quantity ratio can
best be explained by shifts in supply. Producers became more. willing to produce Good grade beef relative to Standard grade beef.
Price Differentials Decrease

In general, it was found that price
differentials
between
adjacent
grades of beef at the top of the grading scale ( Prime-Choice and
Choice-Good) have decreased over time. As expected, inter-grade price
differentials at both the wholesale
and producer levels tended to move
in the same direction but not by the
same amount.
Price differentials at the lower
end of the grading scale ( GoodStandard), however, did not follow
the same pattern as those at the top
of the scale. A possible explanation
for this changed pattern is the underlying factors influencing price
at the two levels. It appears that factors influencing demand for beef
dominate at the top of the grading
scale whereas, at the lower end of
the grading scale, factors on the supply side exert a greater influence.
This is consistent with consumer
preference studies which seem to
show that although consumers have
some difficulty detecting differences
in grades, they usually prefer the
leaner grades. Thus, the reduced
Prime-Choice and Choice-Good
differentials can best be explained
by shifts in consumer demand while
the reversal of the downward trend
in the Good-Standard price differentials most likely are a result of
decisions made by producers affecting the supply of animals making
up these grades.
Fina1ly, this study points up the
need for livestock producers to
carefully consider inter-grade p·r ice
differentials in deciding the grade
of livestock to produce. For example, information relative to intergrade price differentials, as well as
the cost of producing different
grades, shouJd provide some guidelines in reaching that decision. D

PASTURE

IMPROVEMENT

-

A

Rancher
Survey

•

a rancher is in
Tseeking newactive
ideas, the more likeHE MORE

ly he is to do pasture improvement
work.
Besides being an innovator-new
idea seeker-those who have done
pasture improvement work according to a survey, apparently: better .
understood pasture improvement
technology, were younger, were
more optimistic that new seedings
would be ·successful, believed that
pasture improvement was profitable, and figured that range improvement could be done a few
acres at a time rather than in whole
pasture units. ( Innovators, inciden..,
tally, are described by some researchers as being the first 2~~% of a
group to adopt ~ new practice).
From these studies researchers
hope to draw implications and
guidelines of value to ranchers,
other research workers, and Extension personnel. Some of the findings,
it is anticipated, will be translated
into better methods of dispensing
information to more people and use
of educational programs.
More Details Now Available

By Herbert R. Allen , Assistant Professor ,
Econo mics Depa r.tm ent , Agricultura l
Expe rim ent Sta tion
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Preliminary research previously
reported in South Dakota Farm &
Horne Research revealed a 38.6%
adoption rate of 19 recommended
practices 1 . A more detailed report
of the findings is in a new Agricultural Experiment Station publication , Technical Bulletin 34, "Pasture
Improvement, An Analysis of
Rancher Attributes in Central South
Dakota."
In addition to the above findings ,
the statistical analysis revealed that
the amount of pasture improvement
work completed was most significantly associated with innovativeness and the_degree to which handling of livestock ( while seeding becomes established) was observed
as a problem.
A number of other factors were
also studied but were not found to
be significantly associated with a

•

•

decision to do pasture improvement
work. 2 These factors are:.
1. Net Worth
2. Risk and uncertainty associated
with be.ef cow herds
3. Pasture acres per animal unit
~""
( stocking rate)
. 4. Percent of total land operated
that is owned
5. Years of formal education
6. Total ranch acres

These findings have a number of
implications for research workers~
educators, and ranchers. Ranchers
who are considering pasture improvement work must become familiar with the technology involved.
This means using improved varieties, planting rates, seed mixhires,
fertilizer, seeding equipment, and
time of planting. A familiarity with
the technology involved is necessary
for successful results and will lead
lo a greater confidence in the outcome of a new seeding.
Investment Preferences

Ranchers who may be considering pasture improvement work can
do some budgeting to help determine the profitability of such activities on their own farm or ranch.
Research studies show that tame
grass .seedings, fertilization, weed
control, and rangeland interseedings can profitably be included in
many ranch plans. The extent to
which they should .be included in
any individual farm or ranch plan
is dependent upon the relative efficiency between crop and livestock
production and the amount of capital available.
Survey results indicate that
ranchers were undecided as to the
relative profitability of investments ·
in crop production versus investments in pasture improvement.
Table 1 shows the results of how
160 farmers and ranchers ranked the
profitability of various investment
alternatives. Each rancher was asked to rank the 5 alternatives in order of likely profitability per $100 invested. The high profit alternative
would be ranked as number 1. The
results indicate that ranchers, on the
average, would invest to increase
the size of the cow herd or invest in
some other livestock enterprise before investing in range improve-

ment. However, investing in crop
production was ranked on an equal
basis with pa~ture improvement
work as shown in table 1.
·
Table 1. Profitability ranking of various
investment alternatives by 160 ranchers
in Hyde, Faulk, Aurora and Gregory
Counties.
Average Ranking

Enterprise

Increasing Size of Beef Cow
Herd -----------------------------------------Investing in Another
Livestock Enterprise ______________
Investing in Range
Improvement ---------------------------Investing to Increase
Crop Production ____ ·----------------Investing in Government Bon~s

1.83
2.65
3.03
3 .09
4.48

Problem of Handling Livestock

Many ranchers also believed that
the problem of keeping livestock off
the range while a ·new seeding was
becoming established was an important problem. Ranchers in the
survey were asked: Do you consider
that handling your cattle while reseeding rangeland is:
1. No problem?
2. Somewhat of a problem?
3. An important problem?
4. A very important problem?

There were 56 respondents who
felt that no problem was involved.
Forty-one believed it was somewhat of a problem, 26 regarded it
as an important problem, and 33
stated that it was a very important
problem.
Pasture Improvement Trials

Ranchers might also consider
making pasture improvements on a
trial basis. This may be especially
adaptable to range land interseeding. Small scale test seedings to become familiar with the technology
and determine the probable outcomes can help in arriving at decisions regarding the profitability and
value of large scale pasture improvement programs.
Research an Important First Step

Grassland is a major resource in
South Dakota. Surveys, as well as
the 1964 Census of Agriculture, indicate that nearly half of all farmland in the North Central area of
South Dakota is used for grazing
purposes.
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Research, such as that currently
being conducted at the Pasture Research Center near Nor beck, is an
important firs·t step in helping
ranchers overcome the problems involved. Improved varieties, improved equipment and seeding
techniques, and management practices can all contribute to a reduction in the uncertainty with which
farmers and ranchers regard pasture improvement work. Additional studies to provide information on
the costs and returns from pasture
improvement would also help. This
would include studies on tame grass
pastures as well as native grass pastures to determine the competitive
position which pasture improvement holds relative to other alternatives facing the farmer and rancher.
The profitability of pasture production may increase as the result of research work that results in improved techniques and increased productivity.
Educational Program-s Can Help

This study also reveals a continuing need for educators to help farmers and ranchers become familiar
with the latest information on the
technology of pasture production.
Assistance in developing farm and
ranch plans to determine the profitability of pasture improvement programs would also be of benefit to
farmers and ranchers. Other educational efforts likely to help in getting
pasture improvement work done include demonstrations and explanations of how pasture improvement
might be conducted on a trial or a
small scale basis as well as information on how to eliminate the problem of handling livestock when a
new seeding is made. D
l South D akota Farm & Home Research V o l.
XVIII , N o. l , Winter 19 67. This article re p o rted o n a survey condu cted in the earl y phases of
a joint Economics, Agro n o m y and Anim a l Science p roject, "The Efficie ncy of Beef C a ttl e
Produc tio n in South D a k o ta with Va rio u s
Meth od s of Land U se a nd Cattle Ma n agement. "
2

Facto rs th at were sig nificantl y associated with
pasture imp rovement w o rk d one by ra n ch e r s
had co rrelation coeffi cients g rea ter than . 157.
A rel a tio n ship of this d eg ree makes it hi g hl y
improba bl e th at any obse rv ed associations w e re
the result of chance occ urre n ce in th e survey
tha t w as taken. Statistica l a n a lysis revea le<l th a t
the associa tions are tru e in fac t and not th e r esult o f opinions, beliefs, or untested h ypotheses.

SOUTH DAKO.TA
PASTUREINTERSEEDER
Main Parts Illustrated
1. 2Y4x2Y4-inch tool bar (A) 12 feet long
complete with carrier for 3-point hitch
and gauge wheels (B).
2. 2Y4x2Y4-inch tool bar (C) mounted 18
inches behind tool bar (A) with two
lower links and one upper link (D).
Length of upper link is adjustable.
3. Four furrow opener disks with shanks·
(E). Two left-hand and two right-hand
shanks with heavy duty bearings are required.
4. Steel gauge wheels with about 2-inch ex-

posed cutting edge and side flange for positive depth control (F).
Note: only two gauge wheels shown in photo.
5. Seed metering hopper (G) with flexible tubes (H) to guide seeds
into furrows. Drag chain (I) to slightly cover seeds, with soil.
6. Drive mechanism (K) for seed hoppers.
7. Lift chain (J) for second tool bar (C).
The furrow opener disks and shanks were obtained by removing the smaller disks from disk bedder gangs. You need left-hand
and right-hand openers in pairs. Some makes, have left-hand and
right-hand shanks that are not offset. Use those rather than the offset type. The steel gauge wheels are made to go with the bedders.
If main tool bar has a gauge wheel at each end, no additional
gauge wheels are necessary for the two outside disk openers. If
~·teel gauge wheels are used for all disk openers, then no gauge
wheels (B) a,e necessary for the main tool bar. Disk angle may
need to be increased. This should be determined by field trial. Disk.
angle can be increased by slotting the lowest hole on the disk shank
and slightly twisting the disk bearing.

•

SDSU STUDENTS DEMON-~
STRATING. South Dakota State University engineering students, demonstrate pasture interseeding implement
they designed as a class problem. They
are (left to right): John Ourada, Lucan,
Minn.; Keith Pieper, Lismore, Minn.;
John Durfee, ·Highmore, S. D.; Mike
Vig, Veblen, S. D.; Dale Wormstadt,
Artesian, S. D.; Harlin Trefz, Brook, .
ings, S. D.; Henry Waelti, associate pro_
fessor of. agricultural engineering; Robert Davis, Burke, S. D.; and Ted Maunu, Hecla, S. D.
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South . Dakota Pasture lnterseeder
With Henry Waelti, a~sociate prufe~sor ,
Agricultural Engineering D epa rtment
. Agricultural Experiment Statio n

improvement is catching
Pthe attention
of more and more
ASTURE

•

tanchers in addition to being stressed as a profitable management procedure in South Dakota.
Interseeding legumes and / or
grass is one of the methods being
recommended for pasture improvement. One Agricultural Experiment
Station agronomist says he is convinced that no other single pasture
improvement practice offers such
potential for increasing income as
interseeding. .
Often one of the big needs, however, is an interseeding implement.
Some commercial types are available. And you'll see numerous successful variations rigged up by enterprising ranchers or community
groups. South Dakota State University agricultural engineers and agronomists working with pasture im-

HOW INTERSEEDER STARTED

THEseeder,
South Dakota Pasture Infordescribed in the accompanying article, was originally designed by students in an agricultural engineering course taught in the
spring semester of 1968 at South
Dakota State University.
Henry aelti, associate profess.Jr
in the SD.SU Agricultural Engineering Department and instructor of
the course, assigned eight senior engineering students a class project of
designing an implement fur interseeding legume seed into pasture.
Six other students in the course
worked on another problem involvin~ irrigation systems.

,v

provement have come up with several d esigns or applications that
use commercially available parts.
One of these designs is described
and pictured in this article.
Ranchers and researchers have
found that certain basics should be
met in designing or making a pasture interseeder. These jnclude:
• commercially available parts
• ruggedness ·
• simplicity
• flexibility of individual furrow openers
• accurate seed metering
• ability to remove a strip of
sod 4-6 inches wide, 2-3 inches deep
• adjustable to make furrows
2-,'3 feet apart, depending
on conditions
The "South Dakota Pasture Interseeder" ( for legume seed ) adapted,
built and tested by Agricultural Experiment Station agricultural engin eers is the mounted-type for

tractors equipped with 3-point
hitch. A 50-60 horsepower tractor is
sufficient to pull the implement.
Furrow spacing can be varied to
suit pasture conditions. It is made
from commercially available parts
although a few items, such as extra
brackets, links, seed tube holders,
are made by hand.
Ag engineers estimate costs of
this interseeder as follows:

"Before the end of the semester
the class had designed and built an
interseeder which worked well,"
says Dr. Waelti. "Their basic. design ,
with just a few alterations, is what
we now call the 'South Dakota Pasture Interseeder' for legume seed."
The students-and South D akota
·- got more than a pasture interseeder out of the course, however. Here
is how Dr. Waelti describes this
phase of the results: "One importtant fact is that the students became
personally involved in a realistic en gineering experience. They did
more than just assimilate information from a textbook or from an instructor-they had to apply initiative, creativity, enthusiasm and responsibility. Futhermore, this type
of experience helps the student gain
self-confidence which he needs so
muC'h when facing his fast job in
industry."
·
The course is being taught again
in the spring of 1969.
"This semester one of the problems I've assigned deals with designing a metering device on the
pasture interseeder so it can be used
for grass seed," explains Dr. Wael-

ti. "This just might be a little more
difficult because grass seed is fluffier and lighter than legume seed.
It i,· not 'free-flowing.' In this case,
agitation of the seed in the boxes
and metering are the two main
problems to be solved."
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4 disk gangs, complete with
shanks, bearings and brackets -----------------------·--------- ______ $270
4. cast gauge wheels made for
bedders _________ __ __________ ___________ 240
I !~-foot ~ool bar complete
with earner ____________________________ 120
I 5-foot tool bar ·-- --------· ··____________ 30
2 Noble insecticide applicators
( with two metering devices
per box) complete w ith
mounting
brackets
and
ground drive mechanism __ __ 160 .

TOTAL ___________________________ $820

Here are the 1968 students, their
home towns and what they are "doing now":
Robert Davis, Burke, S. D., an
engineer with th~ Link Belt Company, Cedar Rapids, Ia.
John Durfee, Highmore, ag engineering graduate student, SDSU.
Theodore Maunu, Hecla, military service.
John Ourada, Lucan, Minn.,
graduate NSF trainee, engineering
department, Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.
Keith Pieper, Lismore, Minn., ag
engineering
graduate
student,
SDSU.
Harlin Trefz, Brookings, ag engineering graduate student, SDSU.
Mike Vig, Veblen, military service.
Dale Wormstadt, Artesian , completing senior y0.ar at SDSU.

engineers at the
Dakota Agricultudf E xperiment Station think "occupant
reaction., 1ml) provicl~ valuable
clu es to an swer questions about use .
and construction of free stall housin g for dairy calves.
· rt took S(lme doing to get the "reacti on'· hut South D akota State University ag engineers think they are
now on the right track.
Th ey w ere interested first in
learning if calves would even use
individual stalls inside a shed. Next,
would the calves show preferences
for an y of several different stalls?
If th ey did, it might be practical to
in clude such a stall in buildingplans.
Inside the sh ed were 24 stalls, 12
on each side of an alley-way. Three
different stall widths were included.
Six stalls had slotted wooden half-

ASouth

GRICU LTURAL

(All photos by Lee Sudlow, Extension audio-visual aids specialist. Enlargements of film sequences were
made by copying images on 16mm
film with a 35mm slide duplicator to
obtain 35mm negatives.)

Re.searchers may get answe~s from

floors , another six had screen m esh
half-floors. Straw w as used for bedding on one ·side of the alley-way,
sawdust on the other.
But getting all the necessary data
in a form that could be systematically evaluated posed a problem.
Data Gathering Difficult

.

In fact , because of the problem of
data gathering, the engineers almost abandoned the idea of obtaining user-preference type of information for the dairy housing study.
Funds, time, facilities and the vast
scope itselt of such an undertaking
virtually ruled out a human vigil of.
ta llying activities of up to 20 calves
on a 24-hour-a-day basis for 6
weeks. And an occupant's preference questionnaire, of course, was
out of the question.

"Put them in front of a candid
movie camera," suggested SDSU
E xtension Service Audio-Visualist
Lee Sudlow , when h e learned what
the engineers wanted. "Set up a
camera, with a time-lapse arrange.ment so that pictures are snapped
in a sequence but at selected intervals-fro·m several seconds to minutes or even hours," Sudlow added.
"Instead of the normal 16 frames a
second in a movie cam.era you could
have that many or even more or less
in an hour-at a saving in film and
certainly with a system more workable at less cost than attempting to
coordinate a team of human recorders."
With a few additional suggestions and an initial assist from Sudlow, the engineers took their cues
from a quick study of time-lapse
photography. They were able to
get a loan of time-lapse equipment
on a trial basis from the USDA-ARS
Northern Grain Insect Research
Laboratory, situated near the campus.
Can Use Elsewhere Also

"We think we have something we
can use in other areas of our research as w ell," says Harvey G.
Young, assistant
professor in
SDSU's Agricultural Engineering
Department and leader of the dairy
housing research project. "For example, I can see it ~s an excellent
,vay of getting data for management
type of research wh en ·w e want to
know how particular animals react
to specific conditions."
James L. Reeves (left) , SDSU ag engineering graduate teaching assistant of
Volga, S. D., and Harvey G. Young,
assistant profes,sor of agricultural engineering, look over time-lapse photography set-up ·used in Agricultural Experiment Station research on dairy housing.
Thermostatically controlled 100-watt
bulbs in the camera capsule keep film ,
camera, timer and other apparatus at SOdegree temperature. The camera capsule is insulated with I-inch stryofoam.
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James L. Reeves of Volga, S. D.,
an ag engineering graduate teaching assistant, works on the timelapse phase of the project for his
thesis toward a master's degree. He
has gone into a rather intensive sideline study of time-lapse photography in conection with the research.
"vVe're not attempting to get the
continuity such as you would have,
for example, by using time:!apse
photography to watch within a matter of a few seconds the unfolding
of a growing flower which took
place over a period of a few days or
weeks," Reeves explains. "Our camera snaps photos at the rate of one
a minute which is ample for our
purpose and additionally provides
sufficient detail if we must carefullv
go over a sequence during a specifi~
time period."
The research, conducted in an
18x24-foot shed, seeks to determine
the effect of stall width on calf occupancy, the effect of two types of
slotted floors , and two types of
bedding. Stalls are 4 feet long with
walls 30 inches high. Three different
stall widths are being investigated:
26 inches, 22 inches, and 18 inches.
Flat lx4's, spaced about an inch
apart in the rear half of six stalls,
form a slotted arrangement and a
commercial lxrn-inch diamond
me~h screen is used in the rear half
of six other stalls. The front half of
the slotted stalls consists of a wooden deck. Straw is used as bedding
in this group. Other stalls have a full
gravel-based deck covered with
sawdust.

Although calves are not "on camera" during hours in which it is
being serviced, they still occupy stalls. Camera capsule (background) with camera removed.

Variety of Information Sought

Answers are sought for questions
such as: Are free stalls practical for
( continued page 19)
Overall view of shed. Clock is hung
on 2x4 just in front of camera. Calves
enter the shed through weighted canvas door at lower left. Note stalls on
right with s,awdust bedding.
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THESE 16mm FILM BLOW-UPS
These picture sequences on this and
the following pages are enlargements
from the 16mm movie film used in the
time-lapse experiments on :dairy housing.
The original movie film, as projected for viewing, provides sufficient detail and quality to enable fesearchers to
obtain desired data relating to occupancy time of various stalls in the case
of this experiment. These enlarged pictures also provide enough detail and
quality to illustrate activities of calv'es
on a mid-February 1969 day when
temperatures ranged from a minimum
of 19 degrees to a maximum of 29 degrees with southeast winds of 22
m.p.h. This was near the end of a
storm period in which almost 15
inches of snow fell.
·
Variations, espec-ially in . lighting,
are due frequently to different times
of day pictures were taken. Some variations also may be due to calves moving into or out of the building through
the canvas door. This door was on the
south end of the building, slightly to
the right and rear in relation to thesepicture sequences.
All of these sequences are of stalls on
the east side of the building. All stalls
on this side are 22 inches wide with
straw bedding on a raised floor. The
first six stalls, left to right, are on a
screen floor while the remaining four
are on a slat floor.
Note that the calves use the stalls
rather than the alley-way for resting
and that the animals are relatively
clean.
Time-lapse interval for all photos
was approximately 1 minute. Data was
taken from 15-minute intervals and
then compiled on an hourly basis. Seuences here from pictures selected at
5-, 15-, and 60-minute intervals show
activities during longer periods.
Dairy Science Department persortnel assisted in this research which was
. conducted at the dairy research and
production facility north of the main
campus.

1-Minute Interval (as photographed)

This sequence started at 6 a.m. and ended at approximately 6:20 a.m. (note clock
,reading down in each column).
·
For the most part calves remain in the
stalls. One calf in stall 6 which had been
resting on its right side stands up at about
6:02 for a minute or so (pictures 3 and 4,
left column) and then gets back down to
continue resting on its left side. At about
6: 12 the calf in stall 2 stands up, backs out
and returns to the sJall by 6: 15.
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5-Minute Interval
This sequence does not include pictures
shown up until about 6:20 a.m. in the Iminute sequence.
Calves show more activity although
much of it is merely standing up and then
lying down again. Calves that were using
stalls on the otherside of the alley-way appear in some pictures.

15-Minute Interval
These pictures, selected at 15-minute intervals, carry activities of the calves on this
day up until about 11 a.m. The empty
stalls at 9:00 and 9:15 indicate the calves
were fed sometime during this period.
Note the calf in the 8:00 picture (second ·
from top, left column) with snow on it's
back.

( from page 17)

calves? What's a good size? Are
slots or screens in the floor worthwhile in keeping stalls dry? What
about bedding? Although sawdust
absorbs more moisture th~n straw,
it costs more-so does it really make
a lot of difference?
Data is still being summarized
and until it is all in, the ag engineers won't know too much about
"occupant reaction" and to what extent time-lapse photography helped
out.
The calves are filmed for 6 days
a week, using a wide-angle lens
which covers one section of 10 stalls
at a time. At one picture a minute,
a 100-foot roll of film lasts 3 days.
The fourth day the camera is reloaded and the camera capsule is
placed in an adjacent corner. Shooting continues on the fifth, sixth and
seventh days before the sequence
is repeated. Researchers would like
to try an extreme wide-angle "£sheye" type of lens that would cover
the entire shed from one camera
mount. Despite distortion from such
a lens they believe they could still
identify individual calves.
In getting data, one picture will
be selected each 15 minutes ( a clock
in front of the camera is used for
timing). That amounts to almost
3,500 pictures-plus the fact that observations are made for as many as
( concluded next 2 pages)

·

10 stalls in each picture. Additional
pictures may need to be studied for
details of some acfivities of the
calves.

••

Ca Ives Use Stalls

•

So far not enough data has been
summarized to provide many specifics. "However, from what we've
seen, photos indicate the cal;es do
use the stalls," says Young: "We'd
heard before that calves wou lcl
lie in the alley-way-but we've seen
it happen only a few times and you
can n?,te that the animals are quite
clean.
Six 75-watt bulbs furnish continuous lighting in the shed for the camera. "Briefly, at first, the calves
seemed to be attracted by the lights
-but within a short time the illumination seemed to make no difference," reports Reeves. "Besides, it's
the same for all the calves and for 24
hours a day."
During warmer weather the calves seldom went inside the shed. But
after winter set in, with temp eratures dropping sometimes to 20 degrees
below zero, the calves started using
the shed. Calves were from the experimental herd at the SDSU Dairy
Research and Production Unit.
When a calf from the herd reached
150 pounds in weight it was moved
into the time-lapse experiment
group.- Calves were removed from
the group at 350 pounds. Number
of calves in the group varied from
14 to 20.
A temperature recorder provided
readings for three different points
inside and two outside the shed.
The researchers explain that although temperatures do not necessarily make up a part of the investigation,. the recordings permit a
reading which can possibly be related to any unusual occurrence.
Identifying Individual Calves

How do they keep track of the
individual calves on the pictures?
~ 60-Minute

.
·•

Interval
These pictures selected at I-hour intervals show activities of the ·calves from 8
a.m. until 1 a.m. the next day.
A calf doesn't necessarily "stay put" once
it is down resting. There is considerable
"movement" when a sequence is viewed, as
here, on the basis of I-hour intervals between pictures.

deciclecl to obtain addition data lt~ ing th same techniqt1es. ~lajor
changes consisted of r eplacing solid
partitions in the stalls with horizontal slats and altering stall widths. D

'.' After a short time of looking at the
pictures, you b egin to 'know' each
calf and can fairly easily identify
it," answers Reeves. "Although all
calves have a n't1mber tag hanging
from a chain on their neck, when
we want to see the number the calf
is sometimes in a stall and w cannot." If necessary, the researchers
can go back to Dairy Science Department identification photos taken of each animal shortly after its
birth.
The ag engineers view the pictures a frame at a time with a 16mm
movie projector they altered v.,ith
a voltage regulator to prevent burning the film.
Right after this phase of the research was finish ed, the engineers

From calf-in-stall
to computer-card hole
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Considerable time and effort is saved
by placing data on punch cards.
A reading from the time-lapse film is
made every 15 minutes to obtain data
for this particular experiment on occupancy of stalls. The 15-minute interval
readings are incorporated into hours to
show the percentage of occupancy during each hour of the day and night for
each stall.
Stalls are numbered from 1 thro-qgh
10 beginning at the left (photo, above)
for this side of the shed. As each punch
card represents four readings for 1 hour,
to record data on a 24-hour basis on two
sides of the shed for the several weeks
of the experiment involves several hundred computer punch cards.
The- printed line at the top (a) and
the punched holes on the illustrated
computer card are to record the following information from the picture:
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(b) 216-indicates date, February 16.
( c) 08 -indicates time on a 24-hour
scale. That is, the card includes conditions at 7:10 a.
m. as part of a I-hour period ending at 8 a.m. (This
card and photograph are
used as an example. The
quarter-hour readings in
this case would be at 7:15,
7:30, 7:45, and 8:00).
( d) 2 -indicates s•ide ( east) of
shed being filmed.
( e) 50 -indicates percent of hour
stall No. 1 was occupied between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m.in this case only half of the
time.
£, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, and n-indicate
occupancy percentages of
each of the other stalls during this particular time period.

New for South Dakota:

P.lant. An~lysis, a Nutrient : Need Indicator

A plant mnutrient
ethod to help predict
needs for small
~Ew

grains, corn, soybeans, and alfalfa
will be available this year in South
Dakota.
It is plant analysis, considered to
he another aid in the job of finding
out what plant nutrients are needed
for high crnp yields.
Plant analysis may be used to estimate the availability of plant nutrients-that cannot he measured by
present son tests.
-as indicated by soil tests.
-that have been applied in fertilizer.
Use of analyses of plant leaves, to
show nutrient level in the plant, is
fairly common for corn, alfalfa, and
sovheans but is not vet common for
sn;all grains such ~1 s wheat, oats.
barley, and rye. A soil-test and
plant-analysis combination provides
a tool to determine quantities of nutrients in the soil as well as revealing
if enough of these nutrients are being taken up by the plant.
Sufficiency Levels Determined

Preliminary guidelines or sufficiency levels have been established
for small grain plant analyses in
South Dakota State University laboratories. These, along with sufficiency levels determined in Ohio for

·corn, alfalfa, and soybeans, will be
used to deterinine when plants ate
d efici ent in nutrients.
Nutrient sufficiency levels have
b een established for small.grains because the production of wheat, oats,
barley, and rye is important to South
Dakota agriculture. They make up
about a third of the total value of
crops in the state and involve more
than 5 million acres. But not enough
fertilizer is being used on small
grains to realize the potential yields
current varieties are capable of producing. For example, research at the
Agricultural Experiment Station ·
has shown that 40-60 pounds of nitrogen and 30-45 pounds of phosphorus pentoxide-the more exact
amounts can be determined from
soil tests-will double yields in a
good small grain crop year.
Different crops have different
sufficiency levels for the various
plant nutrients. For example, oats
take up more potassium than wheat;
barley contains three times as much
calcium as oats or-wheat. ( Sllfficiency levels for oats, barley, wheat,
corn, alfalfa, and soybeans appear
in the table with this article) .
Only 28% Wheat Fertilized

Th e January 1969 .. USDA Crop,
Production Report indicates that
only 28% of the 1968 South Dakota

wheat acreage was fertilized with
any fertilizer. The rate of fertilizer
on this ·acreage was 19 pounds of
nitrogen , 21 pounds of phosphate ,
and 3 pounds of potash per acre. It
_is estimated that approximately 80%
of the small grain acreage in South
Dakota could be profitably fertilized with almost twice as much fertilizer an acre.
Fertilizer was applied on 41% of
the corn acreage in 1968. The rates
per acre were 59 pounds of nitrogen,
32 pounds of phosphate, and 14
pounds of potash.
These figures indicate that a lot
more fertilizer can be used on South
Dakota crop lands.
What happens when a farmer fertilizes his crop and the season turns
out bad? There is a residual effect
or carryover which means less fertilizer fa needed the following year.
Plant analysis will not provide all
the answers for· fertilizer needs. It
is to be used as one of the tools for
diagnosing nutrient problems and
predicting fertilizer use. T o be effective it must be used with soil
tests and . other methods of determining rates of fertilizer. Plant analysis is an additional method being
provided South D akota farmers to
help them in diagnosing plant nutrient deficiencies and soil fertility
levels. tJ

Sufficient Nutrient Levels in Plants
Element

Corn*

N, % ______ 2.76-3.50
P, % ------ .25- .40
K , % ----·- 1.71-2.25
Ca,% ____ .21-. .50
Mg, % .. .21- .40

s, %

.26- .70
2.01-3.05
1.76-3.00
.31-1.00

------

Mn , ppm ..

'*'Ea r
1-Top
t T op
§T op

Alfalfat
Oats
4.51-5.50 3.00-4.50

20-150

30-100

.23- .40
2.00-5.00
.20- .70
.10- .60
.15- .50
20-150

30-250
Fe, ppm ···- 21-250
Zn
m .. 20- 70
21- 70
10- 60
leaf sampled at initial si lk.
6 inches of plant as p lants begin to bloo m.
2-.f leaves sa m pled a t ea rl y heading.
fully mature leaves sampled a t initial bl oom .
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Small Graint
Barley

3.20-4.50
.23- .40
1.60-3.20
.50-2.50
.25- .80
.15- .50
20-150
10- 60

Wheat

Soybeans§

3.60-4.50 4.51-5.50
.26- .50
.26- .40
1.60-3.20 1.71-2.50
.36-2.00
-20- .70
.15- .60
.26-1.00
.15- .50
20-150
21-100
51-350
10- 60
21- 50

HOW·to Take Samples for Plant A n a l y s i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

••

•

•

Here's how to p1;·e pare a plant
sample for _analysis:
Small Grain. Take the three top
leaves at heading time from
. 50 plants in a representative
part of the field.
Corn. Take the corn leaf opposite and below the · ear at
early silking time from 15
plants in a representative
part of the field.
Soybeans. Take the top fully
mature leaves at early bloom
from 20 plants in a representative part of the field.
Alfalfa. Sample the top 6 inches
of the plant at early bloom
stage from several different
alfalfa crowns.

• Place leaves on a clean, dustfree and protected surface to
dry for 2 days 'to help eliminate
moisture. ( Moisture excess
may cause molding of the sample.)
• Send sample in a paper envelope ( not a plastic bag) to:
So'il Testing Laboratory, Agronomy Department, South
Dakota
State
University,
Brookings, S. D., 57006.
Analysis will be completed
within 5 to 8 days after samples
are received at the SDSU laboratory, depending somewhat
upon type· of anaylsis requested.
Charges for the service are:

plant analysis, total nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, and
zinc-$3.00; plant analysis, total nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, zinc, calcium,
magnesium, manganese, and
iron-$5.00.
Agronomists suggest a soil
test at the same time for the
same field. They explain: the
plant analysis will reveal what
elements are deficient in the
plant and the soil test will reveal how much ( in pounds per
acre) of what element is needed in the soil.
Additional details are available from your county Extension agent.

WHY and WHERE Plant Analysis Is Beneficial - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Plant analysis is useful for
essentially two reasons:
1. To diagnose the general
plant nutrient level of a field .

2. In problem areas where
the crop does poorly in onP.
part of the field and very good
in another part.
· In problem areas plant samples should be taken. at the
time the difficulty is first observed instead of waiting until the
crop flowers ( heads, tassels,

etc.) . In sampling problem
areas, it is well worth the extra
time and cost to sample the
good area as well as the poor
area . Soil samples should also
be taken from both areas.
By sampling both areas a
more correct laboratory diagnosis will be possible. Perhaps
more than one nutrient will be
low in the plant and by compar- ·
ing the two samples the nutrient causing most of the problem will stand out more readily.
Another reason for sending the

By Raymond C. Ward , ~uperri~or,
So il T esting Labo rato ry, SDS U.

This atomic absorption spectrophotometer in the SDSU Soil Testing Laboratory is used to determine amounts of
calcium, magnesium, manganese, zinc,
and iron in soil tests and plant analyses.

two samples from problem
areas before flowering is that
the standardization of plant
analysis . is mostly f01; samples
collected at flowering time.
Nutrient concentrations are
known to change in plants as
they grow but it is not known
how much they change over
time from seedling stage to
flowering. Therefore, paired
samples ( good and poor) will
help in evaluating the nutrient
status of crops sampled before
flowering.

With Interest

• • •

·Repaying a Debt .to Turkey
By James G. Ross, p rofessor of agrono m y, ·
Ag ricultural Experiment Sta tion

James G. Ross, author of this ai:ticle, since 1947 has been a staff
member of the Agronomy Depart1.1.1ent at South Dakota State University. He recently returned from
2 years at Ataturk University in eastern Turkey as a visiting professor,
sponsored by the University of
Nebraska. While there he worked
with scientists in finding means by
which more food crops c:ould be
grown for the people of that region.
It may be rnrprising, but some of
the current cultural practices ~sed
in wheat farming in South Dakota
are used in Turkey-and have been
used in the region for thousands
of years. Dr. Ross will tell about
some of these phases of farming in
Turkey in a future issue of South
Dakota Farm & Home Research.

crops grown in South DaCkota originated
in the MediterEREAL

ranean ·regions of the Middle East
· and North Africa and were brought
to the New ·W orld by settlers froin
Europe. Without these crops the
rich cereal growing areas of South
Dakota would not support the farm
and urban populations now living
in this region. We owe a great debt
to those lands from which these cereals arose but only seldom do we
have an opportunity to show our
gratitude.
A small part of this debt is now
being repaid with gift shipments of
wheat and other foods to the developing countries of this area. Food
shipments, however, are not the ·
answer. It will be necessary to encourage these nations through help
in education and l'esearch to assume
the responsibility of providing the
technology necessary to establish a
satisfactory standard of living.
A recent study made in Erzurum
province, where Ataturk University
is situated in eastern Turkey, indicated that 65% of the people .admitted to have gone without meals
because of lack of food. This food
scarcity is mainly a lack of cereal~,
principally wheat, since a large part
of the diet of the people comes from
this grain. The average annual consumption of wheat in Turkey is almost 500 pounds per person in com~,
parison to 125 pounds in the United States. With a birth rate of
45 live births per 1,000 persons in
comparison to 17 per 1,000 in the
United States, the importance of increasing wheat yields and othe1
food supplies may be seen.
Animals for Cash Income

Eastern Turkey is a livestock a_rea
and exports a great deal of . meat
for markets in Western Turkey and
other areas in the Middle East. The
people of this region, however, cannot afford to eat the animals they
raise and use them almost exclusively to provide a source of cash income.
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The solution for h~lp to these·regions under present conditions is not
to ship in wheat from our farms· in
South Dakota because the people
don't have the money to pay for it.
Yearly income of farm people there
is about UOO. And giving wheat to
them is not a permanent solution
either. Gifts of this kind have been
found useful only to alleviate famine but if continued they tend to
discourage local production. The
farmers need to increase wheat
yields above the meager 10 bushels
per acre that they are able to glean
with their primitive farming met:q.ods.
··
The _ip.crease in yield would result in less land being necessary f~r
wheat production and more land
being made available for production of feed grains and forage crops.
The quality and value of the livestock could then be increased.
Numbers of animals rather than
quality of animals now give social
status. Better produce would increase cash iIJcome. Industrialization should follow improved agricutulral production. In turn, as the
standard of living rises, demand will
increase for industrial and agricultural products. These will be supplied from domestic and foreign sources including the United States. Japan, for example, has developed into
the largest market for South Dakota
wheat. Whe~t exporte~ to Japan is
paid for with hard currency . .

•

•

Wheat from Turkey in 1870's

The original variety, Turkey,
from which were bred the hard, red
winter wheats now grown in the
southern part of South Dakota and
throughout Nebraska and Kansas,
was brought first to Kansas in 1874
by settlers coming from _ the area
north of the Black Sea which at that
time was part of Turkey. "Turkey
Red" is a fained wheat in the Midwest and samples are to be found in
museums in several states. At some
Agricultural Experiment Stations
plots of Turkey Red are still grown
each year in order to keep the original strain aliye and pure. Within 50
years of the time Turkey Red was
brought to Kansas, USDA figures
indicate that it was grown on more
than 21.5 million acres in North
America under various names.

•

Because of this background.,
wheat varieties from the U. S. Midwest were tested at the E?(periment
Station at Ataturk University to determine adaptability. To the surprise of U. S. scientists, a Turkish
variety called 305 or Yayla ( which
means high mountain pasture) was
found to be almost identica]r fo the
variety brought to Kansas by settlers from the Crimea almost 100
years ago. The Kansas Turkey Red
probably arose from the same area
as Yayla and may have heen the
identical material. It · could have
been transported over a caravan
route to a Black Sea port~ probably
Trabzon, and thence by boat across the Black Sea to Crimea. Yayla
has been collected in ·the high
mountainous area of Eastern Turkey in recent . times by Turkish
wheat workers.
In 1968 abundant rainfall and a
very severe infestation of yellow
rust occurred in Eastern Turkey.
This rust does not occur in Nebraska · where the American varieties
originated so no specfic breeding
had been done for this disease. One
variety, however, showed resistance
to this rust. It was Lancer from the
Nebraska Agricu1tural Experiment
Station.

DERIVATION OF WINTER WHEAT VARIETIES

••

t

Lancer Wheat Resistant

The · story of the source of this
rust resistance is centered in South
Dakota where E. G. McFadden, a
farm boy from Webster, in 1916

TURKEY WINTER
WHEATS

·Rust resistant

HOPE

CHEYENNE

/

/l

\
x/

NEBRED

X

/

LANCER

made a cross between emmer and
bread wheat to transfer the rust resistance of emmer to the bread
wheats t_hen being devasted by
rust epidemics. He made the cross
while a student at South Dakota
State University. The story is told
that when drafted into the army in
1917 he received harvest furlough
to come back and harvest his wheat
crop which consisted of the progeny
of this cross growing in his landlady's back yard. This will probably remain as one of the most important crops ever harvested in all
South Dakota. The stem rust resist-

ance contained in all of the bread
wheat varieties used throughout the
central wheat growing regions of
the United States and Canada originated from this work. Dr. McFadden perfected the selections from
these progenies under adverse circumstances, first at the SDSU research substation at Highmore and
then on his farm near Webster. He
personally underwrote the expense
related to this work and was successful in releasing the variety
Hope in 1926. This variety and its
sister selections did not have sufficent quality in bread making for
use directly as farmer varieties but
have been widely used by wheat
breeders as a source for stem rust
resistance.
Another South Dakota farm bov
from Oldham, Darrell G. Well~,
now a professor in the Agronomy
Department at SDSU, continued
work with a sister selection of the
Hope variety. He made crosses to
study resistance to other diseases
carried into the bread wheats from
( concluded bottom next page)

A part of the winter wheat varietyfertilizer test under irrigation at No. 4
well, A ta turk University farm. The
weak straw of the variety 305 Yayla ls
shown in comparison to the comparatively stronger straw of Turkey on the
left. Both plots were fertilized with ammonium sulfate and superphosphate.

•
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Research Aim: A Bcfrley
With High Lysine Factor
.

.

:use a high-lysine barCley thatyoustands
and yields as well
OULD

as current top varieties-?
If so, keep your eye on South Dakota State University research at. tempting to .develop just such a
barley adaptable to South Dakofa.
Swedish scientists have discovered a b arley which, they report,
contains the amino acid lysine in
the protein, as well as the total protein, in amounts some 20% to 30%
higher than that of commonly
Kernels of Hiproly (top) and Primus
barleys. This Hiproly (CI3947) seed
was obtained from the Crops Research
Division, ARS, USDA at Beltsville, Md.
The seed is maintained in the World
Collection of barleys there which includes something like 9,000 spring types and
2,500 winter types. About 10 grams of"
seed increased in plant rows in South
Dakota were sent to USDA last fall 'for
amino acid analyses.

grown varieties. In addition, they
report that methionine, another limiting amino acid, is higher.
Scientists explain that lysine is
one of the 20 amino acids that make
up the proteins of all plants and animals and it is the amino acid usually
in shortest supply in cereal grains.
One big problem right now is that
the variety-called Hiproly in Sweden-is not adapted for commerciat
growing in the United States. But a
plant breeder in South Dakota
hopes to transmit most of the desirable characteristic~ of Hiproly
into good; adapted local varieties.
Seed in South Dakota

Actually, Hiproly has been grown
in South Dakota in recent years and
in 1968 a small amount of seed was
sent from here to USDA research
headquarters in Beltsville, Md., for
amino acid analysis. Seed grown
previously was from plots in the

TURKEY WHEAT (from page 25)
the emmer parent. Dr. Wells found
that resistance to yellow rust wa('.
linked to stem rust resistance and
that both had been carried into McFadden's resistant selections.
U. S. Wheat Boosts Yield

When Lancer was selected in
Nebraska for stem rust resistance,
the ability to resist yellow rust was
carried along although specific selection for resistance to that disease
was not made because it does not
occur in the Great Plains. The increased yield of Lancer over other
varieties grown in the experimental
plots in Turkey is illustrated in the'
accompanying chart. When yellow
rust infection was not severe, differences in yield were not great but
when rust was a factor as in 1968,
Lancer yielded almost 50% more
than other varieties. Instead of 10
1'ushels an acre as now harvested by
:he Turkish farmer, it is possible
for him to obtain 60 bushels per
acre with the proper variety and use
of fertilizer. In addition to rnst resistance, Lancer has much stronger
straw than the original material so
large amounts of nitrogen can be

applied without causing lodging.
The improvements made in the
American Mid-west have resulted
in this wheat being more adapted
to the land on the other side of ·the
world. from where it or~ginally
came.
This research work aided by U.S.
scientists in the homeland of our

wheat illustrates the dependency of
one part of the world upon another.
South Dakota c~n take pride in having a share in repaying part of a
very great debt owed by this area
to another country which gave us
the wheat we grow and upon which
we depend to feed the people of
our Nation. O
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World Collection of barleys at
Brookings. A few pl.ants are now
growing in South Dakota .at the Agricultural
Exp~riment
Station
agronomy greenhouse.

••

"If we are successful in transferring these favorable characteristics into varieties suitable for-South
Dakota, we'll have a barley with
greatly increased food and feed
value," says Phil B. Price, USDA
agronomist with the South Dakota
Agricultural E xperiment Station.
Dr. Price is the plant .b reeder who
developed Primus and Primus II,
new barlevs which have been widely praised-and increasingly seeded-by South Dakota growers.

•

•

Dr. Price says that the World
Collection of barleys contdins thousands of varieties and represents a
stockpile of material available to
plant breeders. Hiproly-or CI 3947,
as it is known in the World Collection-originally came from Ethiopia
in 1924. USDA furnished seed from
the World Collection to the Swedish Seed Association in 1967. CI 3947
doesn't grow well under South Dakota conditions and the grain resembles big, fat wheat kernels, according to Dr. Price.
Seek Further Improvement

Plants of CI 3947, grown in the
experimental greenhouse last winter, were crossed with Primus, Larker and other barleys. This, says Dr.
Price, represents the preliminary efforts to transfer the high-lysine
characteristic. These crosses must
then be grown and tested to determine if the amino acid levels of CI
3947 have transferred while the desirable features of Primus or Larker
are retained, he adds. Even if the
desirable characteristic is transmitted, it may be necessary to make additional backcrosses to again build
up those other agronomic characteristics suitable for South Dakota conditions.
Aside from tests in experimental
plots, complicated laboratory analy;es are necessary in early generation progeny to determine lysine
and methionine content .
Another aspect is how crossing
CI 3947 will affect the malting qualities of Larker and Primus, Dr. Price
points out. "We've no idea of what

might happen in that r~spect," he
adds.
The USDA agronomist estimates
that within 3 or 4 years it should be
known if the desirable characteristics of CI 394 7 can be transferred
into a barley suitable for South Da~
kota. Soon after, if the effort has
been successful, seed increase will
begin.
Enhanced Barleys Valuable

USDA scientists comment that
the enhanced lysine content now
seen possible in barley is especially
important for meeting needs of
people in many parts of the world
whose diets lack animal protein, as
well as for feeding nonruminant
livestock, such as swine and poultry. They say the increased food
and feed value should be comparable to that being developed in com
by use of germ plasm containing the
opaque-2 gene. The importance
scientists attach to the new high-lysine corn may be seen in estimates

Hiproly barley (left) growing in an
experimental greenhouse at South Dakota State University. Scores of experimental barleys are grown at the Agri-

that if it can be produced at the
same cost as present corn hybrids,
it would save Com Belt hog farmers
more than $140 million a year in
feed costs.
·
Dr. Price does not att_empt to estimate how much of a boost such a
possible high-lysine barley would
mean to South Dakota. He says
"let's see first if there are any indications of success."
,
"It is obvious that if we can combine what we want from CI 3947
wfrh what we have in Primus, for example, we'll be able to provide a
new variety of great value to South
Dakota and its economy," according
to Dr. Price.
But right now only a few seeds
and a few plants are involved. However, by the same token only a few
seeds and a few plants were involved several years ago when Dr. Price
began the work of developing what
turned out to Primus and Primus
II. D

cultural .Experiment Station in connection with barley improvement research.
The plant on the right is Primus.

Don't Start from Scratch

Prepare for". Lengthy Mosquito Battle
DD MOSQUITOES - probably in al. most .overbearing numbers to the woes of South Dakota in
spring and summer of 1969.
Winter 1968-69 snow cover, when
it turned to excessive water, provided excellent and widespread mosquito breeding sites. Not only that,
but some other insects, important
economically or hazardous to human health, may have found the
blanket of snow a welcomed warm
cover.

A

But man can fight back-and he'll
have to despite great odds if he intends to blunt possible spread of disease, losses to livestock, dissatisfied
tourists, to say nothing of vexations
and annoyances caused by clouds of
mosquitoes looking for blood. It will
be a summer-long battle.
That's the assessment of South
Dakota State University entomologists who see 1969 as a vintage year
for mosquitoes. At best, they agree,
about all that can be done will be
a holding action because of extensive and often inaccessible water
accumulations, lack of equipment
and funds, plus insecticide safety
factors.
Benjamin H. Kantack, Extension
Service entomologist at SDSU, sees
1969 as a big year for mosquitoes
mainly because of flood conditions.
But mosquito control ranges from
individual efforts around the home
or farm to community or even statewide control programs.
Mosquito Breeding Sites

"Water is the key and it appears
we will have plenty of it and that's
just what is required by mosquitoes
for breeding sites," says Dr. Kantack "Water for mosquito bre~ding
places can be in an old tin can, in
an undrained section of a field, in
an old tire, holes in trees, plugged
drains, eaves troughs, on flat roofsanyplace where the developing
stages of mosquitoes can go undisturbed for a week or so."

An aid to city or county personnel and to local health agencies is
an Agricultural Experiment Station
· publication, .Bulletin 531, "South
Dakota Mosquitoes and Their Control," available in limited quantities
through county Extension offices or
the Bulletin Room on the SDSU
campus. Dr. Kantack says this is
probably the most comprehensive
publication on South Dakota mosquitoes and would be a helpful
guide where organized · control
methods are anticipated. It is one
of the results of an Agricultural Ex~
periment Station project on mosquitoes of a few years ago.
The publication includes information on: South Dakota Communi-·
ties and Their Important Mosquito
Species, Characteristics and Habits
of Mosquitoes, Mosquito Control,
Mosquitoes and Irrigation, Mosquito Control Enabling Legislation, Identification of Mosquito
Species.
40 Species in South Dakota

Agricultural Experiment Station
surveys found more than 40 species
of mosquitoes in South Dakota. Several species transmit diseases to man
and domestic animals. One species,
Culex taralis, the most common mosquito carrier of encephalitis ( sleeping sickness), is distributed throughout the state. The most abundant
and widespread South Dakota mos.!
quito is Aedes vexans, also known
-perhaps significantly this year-as
the "flood water mosquito." They
usually lay eggs in depressions or
low-lying areas which they somehow "know" will be flooded eventually. The eggs may remain dormant for 2 years or more before
hatching when favorable conditions
,arise. Although different species
have different life habits, the entomologists say-for what it may be
worth to harried humans-that only
the female mosquito bites.
Battling Against Mosquitoes

What can be done about mosquitoes? Dr. Kantac~ lists possibilities:
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• Get them in the larval or
"wiggler" stage by destroying breeding places. Look for wrigglers near
the water surface. This is the most
effective and cheapest method. It
involves draining accumulations of
water, flattening or destroying old
tin cans, tires or other receptacles.
This year especially, he says;-it will
be difficult to elminate many of
these sites but every effort is a help.
• Use . larvicides on breeding
sites. This is the next ·most effective
and cheapest mosquito control
measure.
• Despite what is accomplished
in eliminating breeding places and
destroying wigglers there will remain plenty of adults. Going after
the adults is _costly, often ineffective and usually more difficult. Aerial spraying over a wide area, timed
correctly, is effective and relatively
inexpensive. Dr. Kantack says that
fogging provides orily a temporary
relief, is rather costly, has no residual killing action on mosquitoes.
But, he adds, it does have have a
psychological or tranquilizing factor in that people can see the fogger in action, can smell its vapors,
and hav~ a sense that "something
is being done," although they're
still swatting mosquitoes.
Chemicals for mosquito control
must be used with caution because
of possible harmful effects upon hu. mans and other forms of life, Dr.
Kan tack warns. He advises: Carefully select the type of chemical,
read the label - follow directions,
and if you have questions ask for
help from somebody who knows
about using the pesticide preparations. Entomologists, county Extension agents, dealers and others with
special know-how can expect a
heavy flow of inquiries this year,
·
the SDSU entomologist says.
Chemical Control

Mosquito control chemicals he
suggests include ( he does not endorse · any particular commercial

•

•

brand· over another when brand
names must b e used in designations ) :
Abate - A larvicide specifically
for mosquitoes. Considered safe at
recommended levels where fish or
wildlife are present. It is sprayed in
pools or other places where ~~glers
are detected. It breaks dowi:i rapidly so treatment must be repeated
whenever wigglers again appear.
Baytex-A good control chemical
for larvae or adults, but use is restricted. It is prohibited over pastures and cropland.
Malathion and Dibrom-U sed in
ultra low volume spraying for larva
and adults. Not to be used over fishing waters. They are excellent over
cropland and farmsteads. Malathion
often objectionable because of -car
spotting problem.
Parathion granules - Excellent
but highly toxic. Should be handled

••

only by trained applicators . Often
used in resort areas durfog off season .
SDSU entom9logists do not recommend DDT for mosquito co·n trol
mainly because of possible residu~
problems in crops and wildlife.
Use sprays with malathion or Sevin on. bushes and low trees in the
yard_to get 5-7 days relief. The more
people who do this in a neighborhood, the better.
Other Insects, Too

If you have time left over after
battling mosquitoes, SDSU entomologists say you might be on the
lookout for other bothersome insects
which may b e out in force this year
because of abundant moisture conditions:
Buffalo gnat, turkey gnat, or
blackfly. These prefer both running
water and stagnant soil high in organic content, such as in sewage systems or feedlots . H eavy infestations

bothersome to man, sometimes fatal
to poultry because of acc{1mulations
in nasal and throat passages. Aerial
sprays of malathion or dibrom are
helpful.
Deerflies and horsefli~s. Control
in adult stages with livestock sprays .
D eerflies . are especially persistent
and vicious biters.
House flies and blowflies. High
moisture conditions favor increase.
Corn rootworm and cutworm in
corn. Snow cover probably will result in b etter survival. Look for an
increase. Cutworms like land that
is subject to flooding.
Grasshoppers. If wet conditions
continue into the grasshopper hatch
period, this is one insect which may
stiffer.
When might all this start? Possibly for mosquitoes in April and
May, after a few warm days in a
row, and somewhat later for flies,
say entomologists. O

In Town or Country . ..

• AG CHEMICALS ARE DANGEROUS
factors in storage and use
agricultural chemicals - in
town or country-have extra special meaning in South Dakota this
year.
High water, flooding or generally
wet conditions likely for parts of
the state emphasize· rather than
change precautionary rules for use
of these · chemicals, says Wayne
Berndt, Cooperative Extension
Service p esticide specialist.
\i\1 et conditions may cause increased insect problems and South
Dakotans will probably b e using
more pesticide ammunition as they
do battle this year, he warns.
"We'd be in dire straits tcithout
pesticides ," says Dr. Berndt, "but
unless they are used correctly, we
may be in worse shape with them."
Here are his suggestions to help
you get the most good and remove
many dangers from pesticide use,
in town or country:
• The first rule is easiest: read
the label. The label is not only a
prescription for safety, it is money

Sof
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in the bank because it tells best
how, when and for what to use the
p esticide.
• All pesticides are poisonous.
Even attractively-packaged household pesticides can become killers.
Used improperly the killing power
is multiplied.
• Keep all agricultural chemicals
under lock and key in special cool,
dry, well-ventila t ed storage areas
away from food or animal feed. A
special cabinet might do for around
th e home; a special room or shed
for large amounts of stored chemicals around the farmstead.
• Moisture or wet conditions
may cause paper sacks or cardboard
cartons to burst, liberating the
chemicals. In a flood condition, if
they don't float away to pose danger
for somebody else, they remain a
dangerous mess to clean up.
• Contents of a damp sack of
pesticide may set like concret e useless to attempt to apply but it
remains dangerous and you've still
got to get rid of it.
29

• Water-tight containers are no
cure-all either. Dampness or flooding may make labels unreadable
or unglue them entirely. If this happens to you don't take a chance on
guessing which container held
what. This kind of roulette, besides
th e danger involved , could mean destroying a crop-or your wife's
flow ers- with a weed killer when
you were really after insects.
• Always keep chemicals in original containers. A pop bottle, for
instance, containing a pesticide can
be as le thal as a bomb.
• R emember, the p erson poisoned by a pesticide is most often
young and innocent, usually under
5 years of age, who has to trust that
you have read the label and know
what you are doing.
• Ignorance is no excuse. If you
have questions, many people in your
community have answers : county
Extension agen ts, reliable dealers,
people with special training, or
thoroughly experienced ag chemical
users. O

From Southeastern South Dakota Research

. ..

CROP MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
AR~rnR's questions, both number
Fand
type, help SDSU scientists
-learn more about problems farmers
face as \vell as aid in establishing
certain research priorities. · ~Iany
questions are asked at field clays,
meetings , by office visitors, by mail
and by telephone.
Here are answers by Agricultural
Experiment Station agronomists to
questions asked most frequently by
farmers relating to research at the
Southeast South Dakota Experiment Fann near Centerville.
Fred E. Shu beck, SDSU professor
of agronomy, and Burton E. Law~
rensen , assistant superintendent of
the Southeast Experiment Farm,
have selected the questions as representative of those frequ ently asked about management. Answers to
some questions are direct and posi'tive because several years of research results are available. Answers to other questions are conditional because of limited experimental data.
CORN ROW SPACING

I. What is the best spacing of corn
rows in southeastern South Dakota?
Biggest yield advantages ( 6-8
bushels) for both full season and
short season hybrids came from reducing row spacings from 40 to 30
inches. Smaller increases ( 1-3 bushels) usually resulted by reducing
row spacing from 30 inches to 20
inches.
2. Is there a greater need for narrow rows when planting higher
plant populations?
Rows had to be narrowed to take
full advantage of increased populations. With high populations
( 16,000-18,000), yield responses in
favor of narrow rows were generally
greater than with 10,000 plants an
acre. One of the best combinations
was 16,000 plants per acre planted
in 30-inch rows.
3. Does narrow row corn reduce soil
moisture l~ss from evaporation?

Although ·adequate proof is unavailabl , theoretically narrow rows
shoidcl have little effect on total
moistitre lost pe r acre. This depends
mainly upon total amount of the
sun's energy' reaching that acre, relative humidity, and amount of wind
to blow away moisture-laden air.
Soil tem peratures are cooler with
narrow rows and high plant populations. This indicates that less radiant energy is available in . narrow
rows to evaporate soil water if it is
present at the soil surface. Total
water loss p er acre is believed to be
fairly constant regardless of ·row
spacing. Therefore, if less water is
lost by evaporation under narrow
rows , more must b e lost bv transpiration and because of this , efficiency of water use would be improved by narrow rows.
·
4. Is early-season subsoil moisture,
when added to expected July-August rainfall, a reliable guide to determine number of plants per acre?
If a plant receives enough annual
rainfall to bring it to tasseling stage,
then each inch of stored water is
good for 4-7 bus he ls of con1, depending somewhat on summer temperatures, winds, and humidity.
From a standpoint of soil moisture,
large supplies would justify higher
populations . Real question , therefore , centers around reliabilitv of
recei\·ing s{rn1mer rctinfoll. Cl;arts
based on long term weather recm'. c'ls
-can help you estimate average n~infall probabilities.

5. Are erect leaf hybrids better than
arched leaf hybrids at high populations and narrow rows?
Effect of erect leaves on row spacing response is not yet clear. It is
difficult to separate effect of_ leaf
angle from other possible genetic
improvements in the hybrid. Research for onlv one vear indicates
erect leaves m~y be b"'eneficial in allowing more direct sunlight to enter the leaf canopy and reach lower
plant leaves. But, from our results,
it appears that populations above
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18,000 ,~re necessary to take maximum advantage of the erect leaf
principle.

•

6. How much do row spacings and
populations change soil temperatures?
Frorn 2 to 4 degrees at seed depth
after canopy cover is established.
7. Do temperature changes ~resulting from row spacings and plant
populations have important effects
other than water evaporation? ·

In an ·pnusually cool season, any
furth er reductions in soil temperature could maximize fertilizer response. Uptake of native soil potassium and phosphorus is sometimes
less in cold soils. Any change· in environment is likely to affect growth
and development of the plant.
8. Do row spacings affect ear moisture percent at harvest?
Very little.

•

9. Do row spacings affect percent
of barren or lodged stalks?
Not as much as wide variations in
populations.

10. Do row spacings affect plant
height?
Corn in narrow rows was a few
inches taller some .,vears but results
were not consistent.
11. Do narrow rows increase leaf
area?
Only one year's data is available,
so any answer is qualfied . During
this one vear narrow rows had over
.5~ more 'leaf area.
STARTER AND POP-UP
FERTILI_ZER FOR CORN

I. Will a high-phosphorus starter
fertilizer increase corn yields in soil
with medium to low phosphorus
supplying ability?

Response depends upon climate
as well as soil deficiencies. In 5 of the
last 7 years, high-phosphorus starter fertilizer with no additional nitrogen has increased corn yields. In
vears when increases were obtained

•

they amounted to around 10 bushels
~m acre. When supplemental nitrogen was applied in addition to starter, the response to startel' was more
variable and usually less than 10
bushels.

••

•
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2. Is . a small amount of potassium
in starter fertilizer good :'insurance" against possible potassium deficiencies in borderline r·e sponse
soils?
In 2 of the last 7 years, potassium
fertilizer definitely increased yields.
The yield increase these 2 years was
enough to pay for the potassium
·all 7 years. But remember three
things: 1 - potassium supplying
ability of this soil was high; 2-uptake of potassium is sometimes less
when soils are unusually cold and
wet; 3-if moisture is sufficient- for
120-bushel corn, the crop requirements will be greater than if rainfall limits yields to 30-40 bushels.
3. Is it best to use· a sideband starter plus sidedressed nitrogen combination or to broadcast all fertilizer before planting, either disking it
in or plowing it under?
Average corn yields ( for 4 years
of research) were about the same
for disking in, plowing down or split
application of starter and sidedress.
Yields from plowdown the last 2
years .averaged slightly more than
other methods but results were not
statistically significant.

4. What about "pop-up" fertilizer?
Pop-up refers to small amounts
of fertilizer placed with seed at
planting time. In 2 years of investigations it_did not "pop" corn out of
the ground any sooner than 2x2
placement ( 2 inches to side and 2
inches b elow seed). It appeared to
increase yield slightly.
5. Does starter fertilizer speed up
maturity of corn?
Yes, it has lowered ear moisture
at harvest by 1% to 3% compared to
the plow under treatment.
6. Does starter fertilizer influence
plant height?

Yes, quite often, even in years
when it did not increase yields.
Don't assume a spurt in early
growth due to starter always means
a corresponding yield increase-it
doesn't always happen.

7. If I broadcast 100· pounds of nitrogen and 18 pounds of phosphorus
and plow it down, should I also apply sideband starter?
Results are available for 2 years
on this soil. Starter alone without
supplemental nitrogen increased
yield 9 bushels one year and 12
bushels the other year. When adequate nitrogen and phosphorus
were plowed down, the extra starter didn't increase yields.
CORN PLANTING DATES
AND NITROGEN RATES

l. Will planting dates influence response to fertilizer?
We have only one year's research
results, so keep this in mind when
making your management decisions.
These results suggest that if you
plant very ea.rly, be sure to fertilize.
Greatest yield boosts were with
earliest planting date ( April 26)
and the first 80-pound increment of
nitrogen. Yields from this planting
date, without fertilizer, were quite·
low. Later plantings, also unfertilized, gave 9-14 bushels more than
April 26 planting. For this year, the
benefits of the very early planting
were not worth the risks.
2. What about maximum nitrogen
rates on a soil testing medium in organic matter?
Our data for one year show yields
leveling off at 160 pounds of nitrogen for medium-early planting
dates. Yields leveled off at 80 pounds
of nitrogen for extremely early and
extremely late planting dates. This
may change under different conditions of another year.
3. Will unusually high nitrogen.
rates influence disease or insect
damage?
\tVe went as high as 240 pounds of
nitrogen an acre with no noticeable
effects in 1968. Results elsewhere
are not all in agreement, however.
4. Can soil temperatures be used as
a dependable guide for best time to
plant corn?
Quite possibly, but from a single
year's data we can't say positively.
In spring of 1968 there was a date
( May 20 ) when large fluctuations
in soil temperatures seemed to diminish and a general upward trend
began.
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5. Will planting dates affea plant
height and leaf area?
Yes, very early planting reduced
both.
6. Will planting dates affect tillering?

Yes, they did in 1968, at least.
Very early planted com ( April 26 )
had only a fourth as many tillers as
May 9 plantings.

7. Do planting dates influence silking dates?
· In 1968 the interval between first
and last planting was 38 days. Interval between 100% silking date of
earliest planted and latest planted
com was only 9-10 days.
CORN TILLERING

L Does use of fertilizer tend to produce more tillers?
In two different experiments
we've found that starter fertilizer
high in phosphorus has stimulated
tillers.
2. Do tillers depress yields?
It depends on number of tillers,
climate and variety. With years and
varieties having few tillers, their removal usually had little effect on
· yield. In 1966 with 80% to 85% of
stalks with tillers, removal of tillers
appeared to · give small yield increases.

3. Is tillering influenced more by
AMOUNT or METHOD of fertilizer application?
Last year only, a small amount of
starter resulted in more tillers than
larger amounts of fertilizer plowed
down.
4. Do plant PO~ULATIONS per
acre or methods of PLANTING
corn influence tiller formation ;
Checked com had fewer tillers
than drilled com. Increasing popP
lations to reduce tillering doesn't a1,
ways work.
SOYBEAN POPULATIONS
AND ROW SPACING

I. What is best row spacing and
plant population for soybeans in
southeastern South Dakota?
Populations from 75,000 to 200,000 have been tested in row spacings from 14 to 42 inches. Narrow
rows have generally boosted yields
2-4 bushels an acre. Results from
( concluded bottom next page)
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different populations vary. Some
-years best combination was . high
populations and narrow rows. Other
years, yields were similar over a
wide range of populations for each
row spacing. We don't have the
answer yet.
MOST PROFITABLE ROTATION

I. How much will commercial fertilizer increase net profits?
In the past four good corn years,
we've been getting more than $2
back for each $1 spent on fertilizer
for corn, using 6-11-10 starter and
70 pounds of nitrogen an acre sidedressed ..Previously, during poorer
corn years and higher nitrogen
costs, the return was $1.25 to $1.50
for each $1 spent. Fertilizer amounts
we used corrected deficiences in this
soil which was medium in nitrogen,
medium to low in phosphorus and
high in potassium.
2. Which rotation or cropping sequence will bring the great~st net
cash return?
Our most profitable sequence was
adequately fertilized continuous
com.
3. What's more profitable, adding

sect predators are being investigated in Agricultural Experiment Station research on aerial application
of insecticides for control of horn
and face flies on range livestock.
The continuing research stems
from investigations of the past 5
years which have shown successful
horn and face fly control through
commercial nitrogen or growing a
legume in the rotation?
·
You do not get legume nitrqgen
for nothing! Legumes take lots of
water from the soil. Water stored in
soil is "money in the bank." The answer depends on what you have the
least of: soil moisture or cash. Cash
may be hard to get but in some
years it is easier to borrow money
than to accumulate soil moisture. If
you need hay rather than nitrogen,
then it's a different story.
4. Will 2 years of alfalfa ( starting
year plus one hay year) provide
enough nitrogen for two consecutive years of corn?
No. In our experiments, second
year corn dropped about 6 bushels
compared with first year corn after
alfalfa.
5. How about planting sweet clover
with oats in a 2-year com-oats sequence and plowing under sweet
clover in late fall?
In 5 years of experiments, we've
found an average increase of 8
bushels of corn an acre annually
when this practice was used.
ROW SPACING SORGHUM

I. What is the best row spacing and
population for grain sorghum?
Thirty-inch rows yielded more
than 20- or 40-inch rows over a 3-
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applications of malathion at ultra
low volume ( ULV) rates with small
aircraft. The study of what might
be expected from insect enemies of
horn and face flies as a control factor
has been underway the past 2 years.
In seasons when horn and face
flies are- a problem, livestock producers may suffer economic loss.
The Hies cause extreme annoyance.
Large num hers of the flies can reyear period. Results from populations were inconclusive. Sorghum
was able to adapt to a wide range
in populations. In the experiments,
acre populations ranged from 50,000
to 100,000 plants. In one year out of
3, there was a yield advantage in
favor of populations in the higher
end of the range.

•

2. Did narrow rows help to control
weeds?
Yes, if w~ could get the sorghum
far enough ahead of weeds to form
a dense canopy of leaves above the
weeds. ·
3. Did you use any chemical weed
control?

Yes. In the first 3 years, 3 pounds
of Atrazine BOW were broadcast per
acre annually. This may injure
stands under certain conditions so
the last year 1.25 pounds of Atrazine
BOW and 1 gallon of oil were broadcast per acre. Weed control can b e
one of the more difficult problems
with narrow row sorghum if not
handled properly. Both methods of
chemical weed control worked
fairly w ell when combined with
cultivations. Sorghum needs warmer temperatures than corn to make
rapid early growth. If it is planted
too early, cool season weeds may
emerge b efore the sorghum. O
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duce milk production of dairy cows
an estimated 10-20% and prevent
weight gains of beef cattle by as
much as half a pound a day.
The horn fly lays eggs only on
fresh droppings. The larvae feed
and develop in manure. Development from egg to adult takes about
2 weeks. Aside from spraying cattle
or the use of backrubbers, a _certain
amount of natural control might be
achieved by the predacious action
of beetle larvae and adults in the
manure.
1200 Head in Research Herds

About 1,200 beef cattle were induded in south-central South Dakota research last summer. They
were divided into herds with a minimum of 40 animals each, including
"control" or "check" herds which
were not sprayed. Much the same
set-up will be used for this year's
experiments. Continuing research
in 1969 will investigate the effectiveness of some new UL V products
including Ravap and possibly Vapona.
Recommendations for range control of the two insects previously
made for malathion still stand until
additional research information becomes available regarding timing of
applications, rates, new insecticides
and methods. Being investigated
last year were four new compounds
applied four times a season at about
2-week intervals in July, August and
in some cases into early September.
UL V rates ranged from 1 to 12
ounces per acre of the concentrated
organic phosphate compounds.
These compounds have low residual
levels a~though unless precautions
are taken they can affect fish or other wildlife as well as bees.
The different insecticides being
used include Rabon, Neguvon, Tiguvon and three rates of Dibrom.
While the work is experimental,
application procedures are kept
within a pattern which will be practic.al and economical for the rancher.
Fly Population Factors

It has been found that face fly
populations become heavier in late
season, mid-August into September.
Seasonal trends for horn fly populations, which become heavy in July,

are sometimes erratic throughout
the remaining season.. Cows and calves usually have
fewer horn flies than bulls, one possible reason is because bulls are
larger and have more body area not
covered by tail switching but ·it is
likely they have more natural oils
and secretions which are more at~
tractive to the Hies. Face flies congregate readily on calves, seemingly moreso than on cows and bulls.
( Despite the name, horn Hies are
usually seen along the backs,
shoulders and sides of the cattle.)
Using binoculars, the researchers
make three different "fly-counts":
the day before spraying, the day after spraying, and a week after spraying to get an idea of residual effect
of insecticides. Becaus_e of the large
volume of data involved, computers
are used in figuring average counts.
Usually cooperating ranchers in
pick-up trucks or on horseback herd
and hold the cattle along fence
lines. Aircraft Hy at 50-75 feet altitude to spray the cattle. Most older
cattle are oblivious to the aircraft
overhead. One herd of yearlings was
somewhat "rambunctious," according to researchers. Spraying was
done when breezes were 5 m.p.h. or
less-usually in early morning. Rains
and higher wind velocities on occasion caused some of the spraying intervals to occur at less than 2-week
intervals.
Research Pioneered in
South Dakota

Much of the research is based on
earlier investigations on aerial application of UL V insecticides pioneered by Benjamin H. Kantack,
SDSU Extension Service entomologist ( see "First on the Range . . .
Horn and Face Fly Control with
Aerial Spraying," South Dakota
Farm & Home Research, Vol. XIX,
No. 2, Spring 1968).
·
Use of UL V application by airplane continues to show advantages

of less weight and space need for
equipment in the aircraft and ability to spray cattle in large remote
areas. As water is not used for dilution of the insecticides, a water supply, mixing tanks and nurse rigs are
not needed. The spray rates are so
low it is often difficult to observe
discharge from nozzles of the Hying
aircraft.
Tape-on plastic hoses and nozzles
make it easier to rig up aircraft for
spraying. Carbon dioxide or compressed air is used to supply the
spray pressure for the system.
Effect of Natural Enemies

The first phase of another a pproach to livestock Hy control is underway. The investigators are taking
an inventory of insects associated
with the larval stages of the horn
and face flies. The habitat of these
insects is in cattle dung. In this locale many natural enemies of the
flies can be found. Some of these
include predator beetles; others are
parasitic wasps, or nematode worms.
An insect census is being made to
learn how many and with what associates the immature stages of face
and horn flies can be found in South
Dakota·.
As a part of this investigation, 20
different kinds of beetles alone were
found to overwinter in just four
"cow pies." More than half of these
beetles possibly directly affect the
welfare of flies, either by feeding on
fly eggs or larvae or by disrupting
the habitat for the flies. After the
initial phase of identifying summer
associates of horn and face Hies is
complete, further work will be done
to determine just how effective certain of the natural enemies are in
holding back fl_r population, and
what effect, if any, the insecticides
for Hy control are having on the natural enemies. D
Fly counts were made with the aid of
binoculars.

Winter ··and Spring of
1968-69 Set New Records
or unwilling to let
Asgo ofunable
a record-setting 1968-69
IF

winter, Old Man Weather held on
to also set a few early spring marks
in eastern South Dakota.
·
Preliminary weather information
being compiled for computer storage at the office of State Climatologist Walter S. Spuhler on the South
Dakota State University campus
contains a lot of what many of us
already know: last winter was a
rough one. Record snow, record
moisture, fewer days of sunshine,
and record sub-zero cold into early
spring were some of those chalked
up. The southern and southeastern
parts of the state had dubious honors for many of the new records.
The record snowfall along with its
high water equivalent produced the
record spring floods.
· But, summarizes Mr. Spuhler,
while temperatures at many reporting stations didn't drop below previous all-time winter lows for any single 24-hour period, they did hang on
for a longer time and late into the
season. And while records are something to shoot at, most of us probably needn't worry about one of them
being broken, if probability charts
hold up: these charts indicate the
water equivalent that was in snow

on the ground as of last March 1 in
many eastern South Dakota areas
would be equalled or exceeded only
once e·v ery 100 years.
·Out of the recording points in
eastern South Dakota selected from
data still being compiled, the greatest amount of snowfall for the winter ( up to March 1) was 109.2
inches at Clear Lake. ( The highest
for the state last winter was 121.4
inches at Galena in the Black Hills
although snow in that area was generally lighter than usual). ·
The northeastern-most weather
reporting station in the state, at Victor, had 9 inches of water equivalent
in the snow on the ground March 1,
probably the highest for the state by
a few tenths of an inch.
The 72.5 inches of snow in Brookings topped the old record of 53
inches for the 1961-62 winter. The
'iame winter Sioux Falls had 79.8
inches ot snow but that was shaded
this year with 94. 7 inches, the deepest blanket ever for that city.
If it's any consolation to Aberdeen
residents, the 58.3 inches of snow
this year was just slightly more.than
half of the record of 110.8 inches in
the 1937-38 winter. The 1961-62
winter total of 77.7 inches of snowfall in Huron topped the 67 .3 inches
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the past winter. And Mitchell in
1916-17 recorded 71.8 inches-compared to only 58.5 inches this winter.
The 50.6 inches of snow in Watertown this winter compares to the
record of 59.2 inches in the winter of
1936-37.
Here are a few of the comments in
official reports by recording stations
at Aberdeen, Huron, and Siomc Falls
for the December-through-March
period of 1968-69:
ABERDEEN

December average of 13.8 degrees
was 4.3 degrees below normal, the .
January average was 6.5 degrees below normal, February was 2.9 above
and March 12.0 below. March 1969
was the fourth March on record
( since 1896) to be colder than the
February thal: preceded it. It was
the first March on record in which
the high for the month was below 40 •
degrees. This March was the fifth
coldest on record, averaging 16.2
degrees.

·

HURON

The 16.0-degree average for December was 2.8 degrees below normal, the January 7.8 average was 4.7
below, in February the 20.6-degree
average was 4 degre~s above normal, but the 20.7-degree average in
March ~as 8 degrees below normal.

•

•
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December snowfall of 26 inches was
the greatest for the month on record,
topping the previous record of 20.9
inches in 1887. It was the wettest
December ( 1.53 inches) since 1931.
January was the wettest since 1'952,
the snowiest since 1949. January
was also the second windiest since
1882 with the 14-mile-an-hour average recording befog exceeded only
by the 15.8 m.p.h. figure in 1897.
There were only three clear days in
Huron this January and the 22
cloudy days set a record over the 21
days in 1967.
February in Huron was the second wettest and snowiest of record
with 3.87 inches of moisture in 39.9
inches of snow. The percent of sunshine_-38% out of a possible 100%was the least since sunshine recordings were started in 1898. Number
of cloudy days equalled the record
of 21 set in 1962.
The 4-degree-below-zero reading
on March 30 at Huron set an all-time
record low for so late in the season.

SIOUX FALLS

The 16.2-degree average for December was 4.9 degrees below normal, January was 6.4 degrees below,
February was 0.1 below and March
with an average of 20.6 degrees was
9.6 degrees below.
December in Sioux Falls was one
of the most severe on record. December records were established for
most snowfall ( 41.1 inches), most
snowfall in a 24-hour period ( 16.6
inches on the 21st-22nd), and most
moisture since 1945 ( 2.62 inches).
Blizzard or near-blizzard conditions

existed on 6 days and there were 21
cloudy days in December.
January precipitation and snowfall were the greatest since 1937 and
the 9.8 inches of snow in a 24-hour
period on Valentine's Day set a record for February. March was the
third coldest ( 20.6 degrees, average) on record with only the 16.8degree average in 1899 and the 20.3degree average in 1951 being lower.
Minus 3-degree and 5-degree readings on March 29 and March 30
were the coldest ever for so late in
the season.
Just in case you are wondering,
the maximum and minimum temperature records for South Dakota
were established within a 5-months
period and only about a half-a-state
apart. The coldest temperature ever
recorded in South Dakota for a single reading was 58 degrees below
zero at McIntosh, in Corson County
next to the North Dakota border on
February 7, 1936. The hottest temperature of record was 120 degrees

at Gann Vallev, in eastern Buffalo
County in the "south central part of
the state on July 5, 1936.
. Detailed climatological summaries for 14 South Dakota weather reporting stations are available at the
Bulletin Room at SDSU. They are
for: Aberdeen , Academy, Brookings , Cottonwood, Lemmon, Mitchell , Mobridge, Newell, Pierre, Pine
Ridge, Rapid City, Vermillion, Watertown , and Wood. These are published from data compiled from official U. S. Weather Bureau Records·
( U. S. Department of Commerce
Environmental Science Services Administration ) by the State Climatologist for South Dakota in cooperation with the SDSU Agricultural Engineering Department of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The State Climatologist says additional summaries for other locations
in the state will be published from
time to time as data is computerized
for print-out of reports dating back
in most cases to the late 1800's. D

Selected snowfall data (in inches) for several ,eastern South
Dakota areas for mid-December-through-March period of

1968-69.
Total
snowfall to
Mar. I

Location

Aberdeen
Brookings
Clear Lake -----Huron ------------- Madison ---------Mitchell ------ ---- -Sioux Falls -----Wagner __________ __
Watertown -- --- Victor _____ ___ ________
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58.3
72.5
109.2
67.3
71.7
58.5
94.7
63.7
50.6
67.0

Water equivOn
alent of snow ground
on ground
Mar.1
Mar.1
(settled)

3.1
7.8
8.7
6.6
8.6
5.2
6.7
4.9
8.1
9.0

25
32
87
22
32
19
34
14
32
41

Total
snowfall
previous record

Date

110.8
53.0

37-38
61-62

77.7

61-62

71.8
79.8

16-17
61-62

59.2
79.8

36-37
36-37

